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ABSTRACT

It is the purpose of this thesis to provide a critical review and

analysis of the works of J.A. Hobson. Hobson was a seìf-professed

economic heretic who, throughout his career, challenged the ranks of

orthodox theory. He was an idealist whose chief interest in economics

derived from his desire to affect sociaì reform.

The second chapter describes the ideas of the early twentieth century

which infìuenced Hobson. The third chapter proceeds with a brief

overview of a number of books and articles written by Hobson between

1889 and 1936. The fourth chapter goes on to examine the phiìosophy and

methodology underìying his works while certain recurrent themes

including Monopoly, Imperialism, Underconsumption and Comparison with

Keynes are treated separately in the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth

chapters respectiveìy. Chapter nine, "A Critique of Marg'inalism," and

chapter ten "The Shortcomings of Marxian Economics," outline some of his

major criticisms of both the Marginalist and l4arxian schooìs of

thought.

Influenced deeply by the ideas of Ruskin and Spencer, his work is

characteri sti cal ly humani st i n its i nterpretation of economi cs and

always policies are examined in light of their impact on the various

social groups and on society as a whole" He adopted an institutional

approach to the study of economics, emphasizing both the individual and

social aspects of human behavior.
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Hobson was concerned about monopoìists and their ability to manipulate

markets and influence policy. In his examination of Imperialism, he

identified the political and economic aspects of this state poìicy, and

concluded that while Imperialism was bad business for the country at

large, it served the interests of a small financial elite. He

recognized that economic strength constituted a powerful force in

governi ng the appropri ati on of the surplus under capital ism and

advocated greater state control over the surplus to improve the I i v'i ng

standards of the poor and to ensure an adequate level of consumption

demand.

The turn of the eentury marks an epoch in the history of ideas, this

period bringing forth both the I'larginaìist and the l'larxian

interpretations of economics. Hobson reacted against neoclassicism for

he could not accept that laissez-faire capitalism afforded a just

d'i stri bution and eff icient alìocation of resources. l.lhile h'ighly

critical of certain aspects of the capitalist system, he did not

anticipate its total demise and rejected the econorìc determinism of the

neo-marxians.

Hobson was, in,somg. respects, a forerunner to Keynes, for his concenn

with involuntary unempl.oyment, his emphasis on consumption and his

preoccupation with state intervention for the purpose of regu'lating the

economy are all issues which Keynes would later redress in his General

flrq¿. There remain, however, fundamental differences between the two,

for while Hobson ardently attacks neoclassicism, Keynes buiìds the whole
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of h'is treatise on the foundations of l'larginalism. Consequently, whi ìe

many of the issues addressed are simiìar, the methodology used and

poì i cy impì i cati ons reached by the two authors vary si gn'if i cant'ly.
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CHAPTER I
ITITRODUCTIOTI

The history of economic thought is lntended to enlighten readers as to

the methodology and techniques employed by writers ln the past' and the

resulting theories developed by them. A number of economic theories

were being put forth at the turn of this century, a period which

witnessed ôn awareness amongst certain intellectuals and artists and

amongst numerous pol iticians in Britain of the inconsi stenci es and

injustices of the captital i st system. lrlany channel I ed thei r ef f orts

towards the creation of a socialist state. H.G. lrlells in l9l2 wrote

George Bernard Shaw was another Democratic Socialist dedicated to the

pursui! .o.f equal i ty and justi ce.

[e propose to use the term The Great State to expres_s the
iáeãl 'of a sociaì system no longer localised, no longer
immediately tied to and conditioned by the cultivation of
the land, *orld-wide in its interests and outlook and

catholic in its tolerance and sympathy, a system of great
individual freedom with a universal understanding among l!s
citizens of a collective thought and purpose. (l'lel I s 1912'
32)

I contended that þoverty should be neither pitied as an

inevitable misfortune, nor tolerated as a iust retribution
fói misconduct, but resolutely stamped out and prevented
tiom recurring ai a disease fatal to human society. (Shaw

1928,470)
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l,l.H. Hamilton, writing in 1915, identifies this contemporary reform

movement in politics as "progressivism" and notes that the growing body

of economic literature of protest "attests the impossibility of finding

relevancy by defining abstractiorìS... The economi st and the social

reformer alike attest a ìack of harmony between the basic notions

underlying the reform program and the fundamental tenets of theory"'

(Hamilton 1915,563) John A. Hobson was one such sociaì economist who

saw the need for a more humanist approach to the study of economics.

Through his works, he brings attention to the inconsistencies between

.economjc theory and econom'ic rea'lity and criticizes the marg'inalist

proponents of ìai ssez-fai re cap'ital i sm'

Hobson adopted an institutional approach to the study of econom'ics'

Free from the dogmatic l'imitations of both the l4arxian and Marginal'ist

schools of Thought, Hobson challenged the foundations of established

theories, preaching heresies and inciting controversy wherever he went'

There u,ere writers in Amejrica, including J'R' Commons and Thorstein

Veblen,' wfro naO al so rejected both the Neocl assi cal and I'larxi an

interpretations of economics, and had instead chosen for themselves, a

more empirical exam'ination based on the dynamics of institutional and

social interactions.
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,l acob 0ser, i n hi s book The Evolution of Economic Thou t i denti fi es

eight key points which distinguish the institutionaljsts as a unique

school of thought. Fi rst, he notes that institutional ist writers

generally examine the economy as a complex organic entity, and do not

attempt to isolate economic phenomena for separate study. (0ser 1963,

2471 Such a view typifies Hobson's own organic approach to the study of

economics. Secondìy, 0ser points out that the Institutionalist School

emphasizes the role of institutions in economic life, adding that "The

i nsti tuti onal i sts of the peri od from 1900 to 1936 were especi a I ì y

interested in analyzing and reforming the institutions of cred'it,

monopo'ly, absentee Ownership, labOur-management relatiOns, soc'ial

security, and the distribution of income." (Oser 1963, 247) Hobson

himself was primarily interested in analyzing and reforming the

institutìons of monopoly and consumption. He argued that labour's

dì sadvantaged pos'iti on i n the bargaÍ ni ng process and the mal di stri but'ion

of consuming power within soc'i ety lay at the source of the.se

institutional woes. Thirdly, 0ser argues that institutionalist writers

stress the dynam'ic nature of economÍcs. "Instead of equilibrium there

js motion." (Oser L963,247) Institutionalists also appreciate the

contributions of writers from other discip'lines incìuding histony'

anth.ropology, political science, sociology, philosophy, psychology and

social psycho'logy, since they recognize how these various institutional

arrangements influence economic behavior.
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0ser points out that for the institutional ists, maladjustments i n

economic ìife are not considered abnormal, but are themselves normal,

and adds that these writers generally advocate interventionist policies

in order to rectify these systemic weaknesses. (Oser L963, ?47') The

fifth point which Oser feels characterizes the Institutionalist School

is their recognition of the apparent conflicts of interest which arise

between the vari ous groups i n soci €tJ, and the need for a

,'representative and impartial government" to aìlocate resources amongst

these competing groups so as to maintain the stability of the system and

promote econom'ic devel oPment.

The i nst'i tuti onal i sts promoted I iberal , democratic reforms
for the more equitable distribution of wealth and income.
They.invariably condemned laissez-faire and favoured a

targer role for governments in economic and social affairs.
(Oser 1963, 248)

This school critic'ized the abstract, inductive method employed by the

marginalists and instead advocated a more concrete and empirical

approach to the study of econom'ics. Fjnally, 0ser notes that the

'institutionalist writers repudiated the pleasure-pain psychology of

Marginal ism, and adopted instead, a more Freudian or behavioristic

approach to the study of motivational psychology. (Qser 1963, 248) It

will become evident that Hobson clearly possesses those

I i beral -reformi st t rai ts wh i ch 0ser has termed typi cal of the

institutionalists as a separate School of Economic Thought.
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It is the purpose of this thesis to review and analyse the works of J.A.

Hobson and to highlight some of his contributions to econom'ic theory.

The second chapter examines the politicaì and economic climate of the

early twentieth century, focusing on those currents of ideas which

inspired the long and hereticaì writing career of John A. Hobson. The

third chapter includes a brief overview of a number of books and

articles written by Hobson between 1889 and 1936. Despite the amorphous

character of his theories, his writings have since influenced po'licy

makers and economists alike.

Chapter four examines the philosophy and methodology penetrat'ing

Hobson's theories. Certain themes, recurrent, in a number of books and

articìes written by Hobson, have been isolated for study. Chapters

five, six, and seven provide a criticaì review and analys'is of the

topi cs Monopoly, Imperi al i sm, and Underconsumpti on, respecti ve'ly.

Chapter eight compares and contrasts the works of Hobson and Keynes

while Chapter nine, "A Critique of Marginalism", outlines some of the

major criticisms levied by Hobson against marginalism. Chapter ten

reviews some of Hobson's major criticisms against Marx. Hobson was not

alone in this battle against neoclassical theory, for as hÍs

contemporary George Bernard Shaw writes:

[This theory] is st'ill taught as authentic political science
ãt our Univãrsities. It has broken the moral authority of
university bred churchmen and reduced university bred
statesmen io intellectually self-satisfied impotence. It is
perhaps the worst of many dogmas that have in the course of
iruman history led naturalìy amiable lggicians to countenance
ãn¿ commit vi I ì ai ni es that woul d revo'lt professed crim'inal s.
(Shaw 1928,110)
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l,larginaìist economics has survived desp'lte the onslaught of crit'icisms

directed at it, and its disciples still adhere closely to its

assumptions about perfect competition and freedom of choice' Hobson

himseìf proposed a more humanist interpretation of economics where

policies rere examined in light of their effects on the various groups

in society. He reiected the tenets of nrarginalism and exposed many of

the fallacies which resuìt frqn the use of purely lnductive logic' It

U,as this departure from mainstream economicS which made Hobson one of

themostinnovativeandinspirationaìwritersofhistime.
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CHAPTER 2

THE I'1AT{ AIID HIS TII,IES

Vitality and change characterized the birth of the present century'

Amidst the cìamour of financial and commercial activity' ideas poured

forth which challenged the existing orthodoxy in every field of study.

The works born of this spirit of change possessed what no previous epoch

had-achieved. Dedicated to the ideaì of truth in representation and

motivated by a sense of soc'ial iustice, artists and writers al'ike

captured the vitality of the eommon person from within the drab and

abject poverty of his environment.

politically, the end of the French Revolut'ion marked the decline of the

aristocracy across Europe. Influenced by such writers as Marx and

Engels, many sought to spread revolutionary 'ideas across Europe. The

Fab.ian Society was formed by a number of intellectuals dedicated to

dissem'inating information about socialism and social iustice. This

spirit of political renaissance spread across Europe' generating the

formation of numerous democratically sociaì ist institutions.

This period of heightened social awareness found expression in art,

music, and literature. Artists reiected the idyllic Romanticized view

of the worìd presented by their predecessors. Francois Millet (1814-75)

and Gustave Courbet (1819-77) chose to depict ruraì themes which
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captured the hardships of peasant life. (Ash 1980'11) 0ther artists

such as the Impressionist painters opposed the formal techn'iques

employed by the Academie, and though they were reiected by the critics

of their day they remained faithful to their movement. shortìy

after.wards, Picasso, who was to revolutionize art in the t'leStern world

would enter his blue period, where he exposed the sombre realities of

poverty and the strain of physical labour. (See La Repasseuse, 1904)

The pursuit of realism also inspired a number of writers during this

time. Charles Dickens critically revea'led the despicable working

cond'it'ions of the labouring poor in the factories of London' In France'

EmÍle Zola wrote a number of books depicting the life of the French

peasantry. The ignobte characters and base language he uses accurateìy

describes the conditions of abiect poverty and human degnadat'ion which

existed in these French mining communities during this time.

The need for realism was paramount to Hobson who cowered at the extreme

level of abstraction to wh'ich the study of economics had been taken. He

criticized such economists as J.B. Clark and Alfred Marshall for their

unfounded assumptions about human behavior and the operation of the

economic system. Assumptions about perfect competition were unwarranted

when alì around monopolists exercised their unbridìed power. Supply d'id

not automaticaì]y create its own demand as attested to by the periodìc

excesses of consumption goods. Economic theories did not accurateìy

reflect the economic environment of Britain at the turn of the century'

and though Hobson rejected neoclassical econom'ics, he also felt that the
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narrowly determinist view of the neo-marxians provided an unacceptable

account of economic phenomena. Hobson maintaìned that the value of

economic theory was to be determined by how closely it conformed to and

described the actual economic conditions at any given time, and though

he was criticized by his contemponaries for his heretical views' he

remained faithful to this ideal.

In order to present a balanced and realistic aCcount of economic

phenomena, Hobson attempted to eìicit from the various disciplines those

elements which best served to substanciate his theories'

T
s
h

u

hereisnostrongcentralizingforcetohe]pkeepthe
p.ìiãl sciences in ineir proper oluits in the intellectual
'.ïu.n* within eacir science numbers of little
r,*oiOinated ringdoms and municipalities_arise: local self
ouar^*ant iS ev-erywhere carried to a licentious extreme'
Hobson 1909a, 265)

I
(

Hobson fett that an integrat'ion of the various sciences would help to

elucidate some of the underìying mot'ivations for economic behavior'

In the period during which Hobson was writing, monumental changes were

occurring in both the physical and social sciences' Hobson aìways

attêmpted to incorporate these discoveries into his own works. Quantum

Mechanics, the study of subatomic particles, was first introduced at the

beginning of this century. tlerner Heisenberg and Niels Bohr discovened

that, Newtonian physics did not work at the subatomic leveì' and found

that in order to understand the behavior of subatomic particles, it was

necessary to aìter the method of scientific investigation. (Zukav 1979)
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Th'is new organic view of science prov'ided a ternporary repose to the

tradjtional ly linear pattern of l,lestern thought, permitt'ing an influx of

new i deas.

This Eastern notion of organic interdependence was fundemental to

Hobson's own conception of the economy. Unlike many economists, Hobson

did not try to isolate economic phenomena for st,udy, but rather he

attempted to trace the impact of these changes on the economy as a

whole. One could not understand the whoìe by examining its parts,

instead one could better understand the parts by having a clear

understanding of the whole.

During the time of his writing, there was a growing acceptance of the

usefulness and appìicability of the social sciences. New insights into

human behaviOr emerged from a variety of Sources. Yet' many

i ntel I ectual s engaged i n the tradi ti onal di sci pì'ines mai ntai ned .an

independence of study, often continuing their works along established

ìines of thought. Hobson felt that economics was to be rightly regarded

as a social science.

Sociology emerged as a separate discipline around 1850. Sociologists

maintained that human behavior vlas largeìy shaped by the groups to which

people belong and by the social interaction which takes place within

these groups. (Robertson 1977,4) One of the first writers to explore

social behavior in a scientific manner was Herbert Spencer (1820-1903)'

who came from the same hometown as Hobson. Spencer compared socìeties
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to I i vi ng organi sms, reì ati ng the compì ex organ i zat i on of mode rn

societies to the organs of an animal which function as a unit and

togethen cont¡ibute to the welfare of the total animal' It was this

organic view of society whjch would have a profound impact on Hobson'

who appreciated Spencer's insights despite his political views'

Hobson regarded the economic system and the vast array of interdepenc'ies

thus created as an organic whoìe. Like Veblen, he appreciated how group

mental i ty affected i ndi vi dual behavi or. Many econom'i sts wri ti ng duri ng

this same period concentrated on the prof it-maximi z'ing behav'ior of

individual firms and the utility-maximizing behavior of individual

eonsumers. They argued that the combined result of these separate acts

of maximization would lead to the most efficient operation of the

economic system. Hobson, on the other hand, argued reversely that the

success or failure of firms was largely dependent on the state of the

economy at that particular time, for during periods of depressed trade'

even the most astute businessman would find it difficult to make a

profi t.

Financial prosperity or adversity, though.due in part to the
skill, energy and e-nterprise of its constituent members, is
mainly due-io the general productivity of the system as a

wñole, which determiñes how much or how little of all other
ióitr'of wealth are obtainabìe lgf a given pnoduct of the
iiu¿. in question. (Hobson 1929, 175)

trJri ters throughout hi story have addressed themsel ves to vari ous

questions, questions which reflect the dominant social forces of the

times and yet, as time passes, cond'itions change and what once appeared
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Generally speaking, a transference of resources from the
relatlvãly'rich to the relatively poor, brought about by

interferente with the natural course of Yrages, at any point,
i s unl i keì y to do otherwi se than i niure the nati onal
dividend, anã therewith, in the end, the real income of the
relatiyely poor. (Pigou 1912' 343)

¡{any economists proclaimed the efficiency and iustice of laissez faire

capitalism and freely advocated non-intervention on the basis of this

',pure,' theory. There was definitely a separate movement amongst certain

llestern inteìlectuals during this time referred to as a period of

Natural i sm. Da rwi n's publ i cati on of 0n the Oriqin of the SP eci es by

- -E lt-¿..--1 e^la¡+iaa
HeanS ul lloLulql Jtlsl-l,lvll l1Â6qì ¡-,nrld aìter thp concentiOn Of

\¿vJJ¡' wvv¡v s.vL' YvÙrYr

historical processes. This biological determinism of Darwin's would

precipitate Marx's determinist vietl, of economic history.

Ma rgi nal i st economi cs conforms cl osely to thi s Natural ist

interpretation, for it is characterized by an amoral or fatalistic

acceptance of forces beyond the control of the individuaì. (Pizer 1966'

ll) The notion that Natural Law governed the creation and distribut'ion

of the surplus was accepted by these economists who maintained that any

interference with these 'natural' forces wouìd result in a less than

optimal ..situati on.

Hobson was a realist who rejected the notion of'Naturaì Law'. In his

view, the force which governed supply and demand and thereby the

distribution of the surplus was economic power, and those who had

acquired this power Were able to extract a surplus by virtue of their

superi or bargaining position. It was erroneous to argue that the
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t{ealthy had somehow deservedìy achieved their positions by some natural

forces of selection. Imbued by a strong sense of social responsibility,

Hobson would expend a great deal of effort during his writing career

exposing the fallacies of marginalism.

In his memoirs, Hobson recalls having questioned the notion that

"natural law" governed the distribution of wealth. (Hobson 1938, 24)

Born into a middle class family in Derby, England, he felt that he had

acquired an acute awareness of class distinctions at an ear'ly age.

Hobson spent four years at 0xford pursuing a literary, historical and

philosophical study of Latin and Greek civilizations. He later spent

some time teaching at Exeter, though he was later dismissed from this

post for his heretical views. Seìigman notes that Hobson was a rather

modest and "reti ri ng" i ndi vi dual whose parti ci pati on i n publ i c affa i rs

"was limited to the back rooms." (Se'ligman 1902,22I) However, in later

years Hobson wou'ld become more directìy involved in politics. .

Politically, Hobson identified with the Liberal Party. Like Matthew

Arnold, he extracts his vision of Liberaì'ism from Ulysses, describing it
as "that untravelled world whose margin fades forever and forever as I

move". (Hobson 1909a, 95) The British Labour Party, founded in 1906,

had gained in popularity during the war, and though they would not form

a government until l9?4, they provided a renewed attack against those in

poÌ{er. In 1918, Hobson broke away from the Liberal Party and joined the

ranks of the Labour Party. He would become one of the teading econom'ic

advi sors of the British Labour Party following l,lorìd tlar I, promoting
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those policies which strengthened the bargaining position of the workers

and improved their working conditions. (Seligman 1962, 224) He aìso

joined the 1917 Club, a coìlection of individuals including Bertrand

Russelì and E.14. Forster who were concerned with artistic and literary

movements, as well as achieving political reforms. (Seligman 1962' 115)

During his lifetime, Hobson came into contact with a number of

politicians and economists ¡rhose views he often challenged. 0thers such

as Hobhouse shared his convictions and remained tife long friends. In

add.ition to his poìitical activities, Hobson wrote a number of articles

for journals and compìeted a number of books during his career. These

works, though sometimes excessive, exhibited an eloquent and sometimes

even poetic quaìity of style and vision.
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CHAPTER 3

REYIEII OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter provides a brief account of a number of books and articles

written by Hobson from 1889 to his death in 1940. Hobson was a prolific

writer, who, during his lifetime, cornpleted over fifty books and

contributed to numerous journals including The Manchester Guardian, The

Speaker, "a leading Liberal magazine", and The Nation, "a weekly journal

devoted to Politics, Literature, Science, Drama, i4usic, Art and

Finance." In addition, he was a member of the ethical society along

with other such influential thinkers as Ritchie and J.R. l¡lacdonald and

occasionally chaired for The Royal Institute of International Affairs.

l.lith Spencer's dedication to the unity of knowledge and a Liberal

reformist mindset, Hobson subjected traditional theory to empiricaì

tests. Often, where the two d'iverged, Hobson ulould point out the

shortcomings of the existing theory, and would offer, in its place, what

he felt to be a more realistic account of economic phenomena.

His first book, entitled Physiology of Industry yúas pubìished jointly

w i th l'lumme ry i n 1889. The purpose of thi s work was to expose the

fallacies of Say's Law and show how excessive savings led to
depressions. Hobson argued that there was no guarantee that the level

of savings would equal the desired level of investment from the point of

view of the comrrnunity.
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[saving] signifies not only-abstention from consumption but

appl i cari on_u, ã"*äãnr-óí furtnãr'öiä¿ü.iiol:^^tf the whole

of this surp,u, äun-Uó-saved, it-muit be necessary to show

that it can ue--ï*o-io pi-o-¿uää-óil'.. things which are

*å'nt.o. 
-(Hôuson 

[1889] 1956' 121)

In this macroeconomic study of the economy' Hobson emphasizes the

importance of consumption as the dynamic force stimulating economic

activity. He was concerned that in times of depression' both prices and

incomes were falling, thus offering no assurance that' falling prices

would eventually trigger economic recovery. "Thus every rise and fall

in-retailpriceswil]meanacorrespondingriseoffallofthemoney

income of the community. How then witl a general deeline of reta'il

prices act as an effective stimulus to increased demand for commodit'ies'

when the average income of consumers has fallen correspond'ingly?"

(Hobson [1889] 1956, 121)

Excessive Savings caused the underemployment of labour and cap'ital

duringaslump.Duringtheseperiodsitwascritica]toexercise
demand, for it uras only through increased consumption that the economy

wouldbelift,edoutofadepression.Thisviewdifferedmarkedìyfrom

those classical economists who maintained that suppìy automaticaìly

creates its own demand' Upon the pubìication of The Ph ys i ol oqy of

I ndustr The London Extension Board would prevent Hobson from lecturìn9

on Political Economy because he had committed the unpardonabìe sin of

"questioning the virtue of unlimited thrift'" (Hobson 1938' 31)
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The "humanizatïon" of economic study yJas a goal which Hobson adopted

from Ruski n. The Problems of Poverty (1889)' The Problem of the

U nemp I oyed (1896) and The Social Problem (1902) all examined social

problems in terms of the human costs involved. In these works, Hobson

is highly critical of orthodox theory which he felt did not contain an

accurate account of these Social maladies. Too often, the onus Has on

the individual to ameliorate circumstances that were actuaìly beyond his

control. Poverty and unemployment were the result of structuraì

weaknesses, in Hobson's view, and were incapable of being cured on an

indtvidualist basis. (Hobson 1902' 138)

This soeial approach to economics was aìso pursued by Ruskin, who was

Seen by Hobson to have a cìear perception of social institutions' In

1904, he pubìished his book entitled John Ruskin, Social Reformer in

which he praìses Ruskin's heretical views and his "earìy spi¡it of

defiant scrutiny,,. This book reveaìs much of the philosophy underly'ing

Hobson's own works. Like Ruskin, Hobson was critical of the

marginalists for their overwhelming preoccupation with technique and

method. Their high level of abstraction and use of pure'ly ìnductive

logic had divorced economi'c theory from economic reality' Instead'

Hobson chose a morg.i.nformaì institutional approach nhich afforded him a

more humanitarian perspective of economic phenomena.

Hobson was critical of existing theories of distribution which regarded

labour as the residual claimant after the fixed charges of rent, profit

and interest were accounted for. (Hobson 1891a, 263) In l89l' he
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published an article in the Quarterly Journal of Economics entitled

"The Law of Three Rents". In thiS same issue J.B. Clark submitted an

article entitled "Distribution as Determined by a Law of Rent"' Both

writers attempted to formulate a theory of distribution using the

Ric.ardian technique of varying one input while holding all other

variables conStant, in order to measure the relative factor shares'

Both conclude that under conditions of free competition, the wage rate

would be set by the marginal worker and the interest rate set by the

marginal unit of capital. Hobson qualifies this by adding that as soon

as there exists any scarcity of supply of any of these factors' payments

wììl exceed this margin, for he is fully aurare that certain factors are

able to extract monopoly rents which do figure in the price' The

monumental importance of these works is acknowìedged by the editor who

wri tes:

The importance of the theory discussed in the above article
by Mr. Hobson and in that which follows by professor clark,
ãñO tf,e different methods of treatment followed by them with
irUttuntiu'l identity of conclusjon will sufficiently explain
iõ-lhg readers of-the Journat the large portion of space

éiu"n... It thus appeared. that the two writers, working
ü;;; the subiect i'ndepende.ntl y and ui thout knowl edge by

eìtt er as to the other's specul ati ons, had come

iitnuli.n.ously to the important modification of all. p-revious

;hõ;i;;-ói ¿istiibution, which are now submitted for the
jüãéärããt.of our ràaders. (eoitorial Note 1891' 288)

In his examination of the forces which regulated supply and demand and

thus affected the distribution of the final product, Hobson continuaìly

stressed the presence of unequal bargaining or monopoly pol{er' Certaìn

buyers or sellersn he maintained, r'rere able to extract a surplus element



from the bargai ni ng process. "Thi s

differential rent for ìand had no rational

1938,48) Instead, as he argued for

Distribution (1904)' economic polrer was

distribution of wealth. It nas in thes

distinguish between what he termed the

elements of income, viewing the latter

savi ngs.
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surplus corresPonding to

or equitable basis." (Hobson

cib'ly i n The Economics of

the main determinant of the

e works that Hobson began to

tearned' and the 'unearned'

as the source of excessive

Excess.ive savi ng, or converse'ly underconsumption' was viewed by Hobson

as the root cause of Imperiaìist aggression by European powers' "The

outbreak of the Boer l,lar in 1889 will, however, rank in h'istory as the

simp'lest and pìainest exampìe of political and economic motives in

Imperialism.,, (Hobson 1938,60) Hobson himself witnessed the blatant

manipu'lation of state poì'i cy by powerfu'l business interests. He

subsequently wrote a number of articles on the topic for the l4anchester

Guardi an and two books includì ng The South Af rican t'lar (1900) and The

P sychol o qy of Jinqo'ism (1901). Imperiaìism, perhaps h'is most renowned

work, was publ i shed i n 1902. In thi s book, Hobson identi fies

underconsumption as the economic taproot of Imperialism, and warns

again'st the da¡9ers of destroying the tentative bonds of

internationalism which progressive trade and intercourse had forged.

The extensiveness of trade relations at the turn of the century had

promoted a strong sense of optimism amongst cosmopolitan writers. In

hi s book International Trade (1904), Hobson ident'ifies a number of
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reasons why he favours free trade over protectionist polic'ies. He

examines the incidence of protective duties, the impact of the price

ìevel on the balance of trade and the effects of barriers to trade on

the aggregate level of consumption. Hobson concì udes that

"Pr.otectionism, like Imperialism, serves the needs of certain classes to

the detriment of the masses and promotes feelings of hostility in

international retatiorìS." (Hobson 1904a' l8l)

The Economics of Distribution (1904) is an attempt by Hobson to present

a comprehensive theory of distribution. The theory proposed was

devel oped earl i er i n hi s arti cì e on "The Three Rents " uJhi ch appea red 'i n

the Quarterly Journal of Economics in April of 1891. In this book,

Hobson argues that the relative power of those engaged in trade

determi nes the di st ri buti on of the product to a certai n degree.

Competition sets the upper and lower limits within which the price is

set, but within these limits, those in a more advantageous position are

likeìy to gain extra from the exchange. (Hobson 1904c' 19)

Lawrence Laughìin comments on The Economics of D'istribution in the

Journal of Potitical Economy, June 1904. He agrees with Hobson's

criticism of the con.cept of consumers' rent as the difference between

the nnrket price and the price that consumers might be willing to pay.

There can be no doubt of the exi stence of a producers' rent
(tne Oifference between the costs of -production and the
irice) which is tangible as contrasted with the specu_lative
äUstråction conveyed by the term 'consumers' rent'. The one

is capable of quantitative statement' the other is not.
(Laughlin 1904, 308)
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In attempting to evaluate how the various factors of production are

rewarded, Hobson introduces the concept of transfer costs. In short, he

argues that if a factor required for the production of A can also be

used more productivety in the production of B and therefore receive

higher payments in the production of B, then this higher price must be

paid for this factor if it is to be employed in the production of A.

Laughì in disagrees with Hobson's determination of factor payments,

asserting that land is qualitativeìy very different from both labour and

capital and cannot be treated the same for the sake of developing a

un'iform theory of distribution. Certain concepts such as the Law of

Diminishing Returns could only be applied to land, for "the limitation

of the product is not in the nature of labour or capital, but in the

very nature of the soil." (Laughlin 1904, 319) Evidentìy, certain

economjsts found it very difficult to adapt their thinking to the

changing circumstances. The shift in focus away from land and towards

'labour and capital reflected, in part, the d'iminishing importance of

agriculture in terms of employment and as a percentage of Nat'ional

I ncome.

Industrial Capitalism was well advanced in Britain by the early 1900's.

In The Evolution.o f Modern Capitalism (f906), Hobson traces the

development of the machine economy and examines the changing

relationship of labour to the ever-growing body of capitaì used in the

production process. He examines the effects of technological change on

labour, particularly as it affects the level of unempìoyment. He

advocates the creation of an environment conducive to free competition
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in industry, denying any naturaì tendencies for such conditìons to

exist. 0nce again Hobson notes that the failure of demand to keep pace

with supply causes the ensuant depressions in trade. In his discussion

of savings, he argues that the interest rate is not a sufficient

reguìator of savings and investment.

The quantitative relations subsisting between the aggregate
of ,sþending,and ,saving'do not rest up_on any such basis
of direct ãnd accurately measured self-interest as will
ierve to keep a constant iust balance calling-forth at each
time exactty tnat amount of saving economically required to
forward the þrogress of industry and provid._[gl the actual
needs of furlhei consumption. (Hobson 1906' 307)

Hobson pubtished two books 'in 1909' The Industrial S stem and erisis of

Liberaìism: New Issues of D emocra cv . It is during this Period in his

writ,ing career that Hobson recognizes the influences of such writers as

L.T. Hobhouse and Graham l,lal I as. "My growi ng repudi ati on of the ef f orts

of economists to make their study an exact quantitative science, with

values expressed in purely monetary terms, was fortified by a clearer

conception of the humanist interpretation to which I had been moving."

(Hobson 1938, 17) Hobhouse was a British sociologist who was a close

friend of Hobson's. He too'rejected the laissez-faire liberalism of his

day and was also actively Ínvolved in social and political movements.

Hobhouse pursued what has been termed 'social liberaìism', "a balanced

relationship between individual freedom and resPonsibility and state

control.,, (Ginsberg 1908, 487) Hobson also saw the need for the state

to undertake more functions than in the past. Freeden notes that
,'Liberal thought was taking new direction on the issue of the pubìic and
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private spheres. The traditional liberal struggle against monopo'ly and

privilege was harnessed to a new sociaì purpose. (Freeden 1978' 44)

Hobson felt that both Hobhouse and Graham l,f al I as t{ere i nst rumental i n

his pursuit of a humanist approach to the study of economics' (Hobson

1938, 80)

"The old Iaissez-faire Liberalism is dead". (Hobson 1909a' 3) The New

Liberalism would be one of modified private and public institutions. In

The Industrial Svstem , Hobson proposes ways in which the State can

aff-ect distribution through its reguìation of industry , through its

direct operation of industry or through taxation. It becomes

increasingly evident that the arguments put forth by Hobson are directed

at affecting policy.

Hobson identified a number of crit'ical ways in which the poìitical

process requ'i red reorgani zati on i n order to i ncrea se the access i b'i ì i ty

and accountabi'lity of those in power. There was a need for active

participation by all classes, includ'ing u,omen. (Hobson 1909a'85) It was

not until 1918 that British Parliament enfranchised all women

householders and university graduates over thirty years of age and not

until 1928 that the voting age was lowered to twenty-orìÊ¡ finaìly giving

women complete political equality with men. (Lipson 1964,8l) To

Hobson, equality of opportunity also required public ownership of the

railways, public organization of credit and insurance, fulì freedom of

education, equal access to public law and the power to either tax or

control monopolies. {Hobson 1909a, 171)
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In The Science of l,lealth (1911), Hobson reiterates many of the tenets of

his earlier theories, with an emphasis on the unproductive surplus as

the source of depressions. Contrary to marginalist theory' Hobson

asserts that the separate units of capital and labour only achieve the'ir

futl pioductive potential when they are brought together. This whole,

which is greater than the mere sum of its constltuent parts is the

rightful property of society. (Hobson 1911, 116) Hobson reiected the

hedonic principles of rnrginalism and instead adopted to treat weìfare

i n terms of the human costs of production and benefits of consumption.

l,lork and l,lealth (19la) is largeìy a critique of marginalism with its

exaggerated stress on production and its reliance on 'tendencies' which

falsely represent the normal facts and forces. (Hobson [1914] 1968,175)

"This distinctiveìy mechanical character is inherent in the structure of

an economic science based upon the subserviency of all human activit'ies

to a purely quantitative conception of wealth, and a purely quantitative

standard of value." (Hobson [1914] 1968, 8) Hobson himself was moving

further and further away from this mathematical treatment of econom'ics

towards a more and more humanist conception of wealth and value. lil.C.

Hitcheì ì writes "[,Jork and ]lea'lth is the work of a man who is a sort of

moral prophet, whose interest lies in welfare as primarily an ethical

concept." (l,litchell 1969, 506)

Just before the u,ar, Britain had been experiencing quite a rapid

increase in prices. Quantity theorists attributed this rise in prices

to the enlarged output of gold, but Hobson was unsatisfied uith this

explanation. In his book Gold, Prices and tlages (1913), Hobson argues
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that fluctuations in the price of gotd do not affect the genera'l price

level any more than fluctuations in the price of any other good. He

observed an incredibte increase in the supply of bank credit arising

from the increasing variety of property which could be used as security

for. bank credit. (Hobson t19l3l 1963, 721 He also observed that the

greater demand for deveìopmental capitaì in new areas exerted upward

pressure on the availabìe credit' causing a rise in prices' Keynes

criticizes his monetary theory for being illogical, claiming that Hobson

confuses the two meanings of the word credit and uses them

interchangeably. (Keynes 1913, 396) tlhat Hobson was attenrpting to show

.was that there was a reìationship between the volume of trade, the

veìocity of circulation and the price level, and that it was ludicrous

to treat the first two variables as constants as Fisher did'

Intense nationalism and rivalry amongst competing empires burst into the

most devastating spectacle of a war ever imag'inabìe. The war whjch

began between Austria-Hungary and Serbia would eventually involve 32

nat.ions, 28 of which were Allied forces including Great Britain, France,

Russia and Italy against the central Powers of Germany, Austria-Hungary'

Turkey and Bulgaria.

The belief in man as a rational and thoughtful ôeing was

shaken almost to destruction by the war, and all other
societies and organizations based upon this belief suffered
accordinglY. (Hobson 1938' 96)
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Hobson felt that the war demonstrated the lack of democratic control

over foreign poticy. "Public opinion and a common sense of just'ice are

found to be inadequate safeguards." (Hobson 1915, 6) In his book

Towards International Government (1915) Hobson reviewed the issues

dis.cussed in the Bryce Report of l9l5 recommending the establishment of

a League of Nations. He felt that European peace could only be achieved

by a concensus in which the united efforts of a number of European

countries would be brought against any agitator from outside or inside

the union. Economic boycotts u,ere seen to be useful weapons to be used

against any offender of the new international law. (Hobson 1915, 90)

The nelr peace also required the formal recognition of a number of

underdeveloped nations who had been the victims of imperialism.

But as subiect peoples are struggling for self government,
it seems evident that any scheme for securing peace must
recognize this tiberation as an indispensable condition of
effecti ve i nternati onal i sm. Before nat i ons can I i ve
t ogether i n soci ety they must have thei r exi stence
acknowledged and safely guaranteed. (Hobson 1915, L?4)

The intense competition amongst Imperialist powers had fostered anxiety

amongst German businessmen..as to the availabiìity of markets. "Que la

situatiqn économique d'Allemagne soit precaire, en ce qui concerne ses

debouches étrangers,'ne peut pas etre conteste." (Lambert 1915, l?4)

Hobson felt that the success of any union of European Powers was

contingent upon Germany's inclusion, for without her membership, the

rest of Europe could not feel secure. (Hobson l9l5' 155)
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Anti-German sentirnents lingered on after the war. A renewed pìea for

protectionism arose from those who felt that restricted trade with

Germany wouìd weaken her militariìy. An economic conference held by the

Allies in Paris, June of 1916 recommended that countries prohib'it trade

with the enemy and the London Chamber of Commerce suggested levying

heavy tariffs on German imports. (Hobson 1916' 153)

The issue of protectionism had been dealt with extensively by Hobson in

his book International Trade (1904). In this book, Hobson had avowedìy

dismissed protectionism as bad politics and econom'ics for the country at

large. The new protectionism was supported by those who cìaimed that it

would impede German trade and thereby weaken her m'ilitarily. 0nee again

Hobson contends the virtues of tariffs in his book The New Protectionism

(1916), arguing that restrictive trade with the enemy would be more

harmful to Britain than to Germany. He protests the reinstitution of

the Navigation Acts, for as he points out, "British tonnage entering

German ports before the war was about four times as great as the German

shipping entering British ports... therefore a mutual boycott would be

to our disadvantage." (Hobson 1916, 69) Protectionist poìicies would do

nothing to stop German aggression and would rnreìy promote and prolong

feelinii'of hostit'ity between Germany and the rest of Europe. Hobson so

strongly opposed restrictive trade poìicies that though he was a strong

Liberal, he actuatly left the party in l9l8 when the Liberals abandonned

Free Trade. (Hobson 1938, 126)
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The size and functions of the government had increased substantiaìly

during the war and remained so after the war. Tax ation in the New State

(1919) deals s,ith the issues of financing government expend'itures

through taxation. In addition to the higher level of government

services, Britain had acquired a serious debt during the war which had

to be paid off. Hobson advocates the extensive use of the progressive

income tax for reasons of equity, Ability to pay should be the

criterion for tax colìection, for Hobson reiects the notion that

citizens who benefit from public expenditure should be charged. He also

objected to indirect taxation, for he felt that the incidence of the tax

should be visible and known by all. (Hobson 1919, 64) In order to

finance the debt, the government should tax the excessive profits made

during the war. In addition, rather than carrying a large debt load'

the government should levy a once and for all tax on capital, for in

this wôy, it would not have any permanent effect on the cap'itaì/labour

ratio. (Hobson 1919, 216)

Recent Bri t i sh Econom'i cs written in 1923 examines the changing economic

issues facing British policy makers after the war. Hobson states that

London had been replaced by New York as the financial centre of the

world.'(Hobson 1923, 7) He appreciates the tremendous growth in the

size and functions of the goyernment since the war, and notes the

implications of this expansion for tax policy. Hobson stresses the need

for increased productivity of British industry lf she was to remain

competitive internationaì ly. l¡leasures designed to improve working

conditions and improve the security of tenure would be most favourable
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to workers and would result in the most significant increases in

productivity. Hobson points out that workers are unlikely to exert more

effort if they expect that the whole of this surplus will go into the

pockets of their already rich employers. (Hobson 1923, 13)

Hobson wrote a number of articles for the Nation, a journal which he

felt had "a real influence in the new trend of Liberalism." The General

Strike of 1926 occurred during a period of high unemployment. "The

Crisis in British Politics", vúritten in l*lay of 1929 reviews the e'lection

promises of the three political parties, specifically their proposals

for al leviating the widespread unemployment. The Liberals' p'latform in

issues of foreign and domestic policy so closely resembled that of the

Labour Party that Hobson saw the potential for "a voluntary cooperation

that might last a considerable period." (Hobson 1929c, 582)

The Labour Party commissioned a study on British industry and commerce

during their brief period in office. In "A Report on British Industry",

written for the Nation in May of 1929, Hobson reviews the findings of

this committee. They regard the problem of unemployment and a lowered

standard of tiving as resulting from a failure to maintain an adequate

level of exports. .(!obson 1929b, 650) They stress the need for

modernization of British industry in order to remain competitive

internationally. Ramsay Macdonald, the British Prime tlinister at this

time, was greatly influenced by Hobson's ideas, and argued that the

problem was rooted in a low wage policy, for higher working class

expenditures would stimulate production and employment and thereby
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facilitate the modernization of these industries. Increasing the level

of domestic consumption through a poìicy of high wages would effectively

increase national income and reduce unemployment.

In _his article "Unemployment in England", written for the Nation in

January of 1930, Hobson criticizes the Labour government for failing to

eliminate unemployment with reasonable alacrity. He recognizes that the

measures undertaken by the party will reduce unemployment, but argues

that what i s real ly requi red i s a compl ete reorgani zat,i on of certa'in

industries in order to reduce costs of production without cut'ting back

. on wages. (Hobson 1930a, 97)

Few employers can yet be got to recognize that the
capital i st era of i ndi vi dual enterpri s_e and I ai ssez-fai re
must in the staple trades be replaced by an era of
combinatìon, financial, industrial and commercial. (Hobson
1930a, 97 )

After t'lorld l,lar 1, Hobson witnessed a growing reliance on the export of

manufactures in order to finance the expanding import of foodstuffs.

ThiS increased volume of trade occurred internationally' and

consequently, when security values on the Î{ew York Stock Exchange

plummeted on 0ctobe.r 24, 1929, its repercussions were felt in every

major capitalist center around the world. Between 1929 and 1932, stock

values on the New York Exchange fell from $87 billion to $19 billion.

(Hacker 1970, 300) A complete lack of confidence in the system produced

cutbacks in production and investment, aggravating the already low

levels of national income and employment.
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0n September 30,1931, Hobson wrote an article for the Nation entitled

"The Blundering British Budget". In this article, he criticizes the

attempts of British statesmen to baìance the budget by forcing cutbacks

on the doìe and on the incomes of the public sector workers. This

reduction in consumption, he argued, would cause further cutbacks in

production and would aggravate the already high levels of unemployment,

hardty what the country needed at this point in history.

In December of 1931, Hobson wrote another article for the Nation

entitled "England on the Edge of Chaos". The Conservative Party in

po¡¡er was determined to set up import barriers to protect British

manufacturi ng from outsi de competiti on, a pol i cy whi ch Hobson h i msel f

was strongly opposed to.

To raise these new foreign troubles at a time ìike this,
when every part of the world is in the throes of the
greatest economic and politicaì disaster history has ever
ieen, is indeed a monumentaì folìy. (Hobson 193lb' 640)

The latter years of Hobson's career r'rere di rected at expound'ing the

vi rtues of an i nstituti ona.l approach. Hi s book Povertv in Plent V (1e31)

looks at..labour and its averse position in the bargaining process. -[g
Thouqht in the Social Sciences , written in 1926, and Economics and

E!trjg, written subsequentty in 1929 attempt to reclassify economics as

a Social Science, and illustrate the essentially ethical nature of

economic policy decisions. Hobson levies heavy criticisms on both the

Marginalists and the t¡larxists for their myopic view of man and favours a

more balanced approach which cons'iders both the individuaì and social
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aspects of human behavior. In this book he also lays out a plan for a

mixed economy of public and private enterprise.

In 1937, Hobson wrote a book entitl ed I'lodern soci ol oqi sts- Vebl en wh'ich

is a tribute to the works of Vebten for his tremendous insights into the

workings of the American economy. Hobson especially admired his "depth

of research into the origin and development of social institutions under

the dominant pressure of economic forces." (Hobson 1937' 9) Vebìen too

uras critical of marginalist economics, for he argued that it was not

possible to balance labour's disutility in production with the

consumer's utility in consumption, because each phenomenon ìay w'ithin

the consciousness of a distinct person. His perception of emulation and

workmanship as important factors motivating human behavior revea'l how

Veblen, like Hobson emphasized the ultimately social character of

economic activities.

Hobson's final autobiograp hi cal work entitì ed Confessi ons of an

Economi c Hereti c (1938) is a synthesis of his career as a teacher,

journaìist, and foremost as a writer. His earliest heresy began wìth

the rejection of Say's Law. t4any of the social maladies which he

subsequently addrgssed in his later works were regarded as consequences

of underconSumption or conversely, over-saving. The surpìus income,

which would be converted into automatic savings regardless of the

prevailing rate of interest, originated in the bargaining process.

Capitatists, he argued, had an advantageous position in the bargaining

process by virtue of their wealth and economic power. Internationaììy,
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wealthy empires were exerting their influence on poor underdeveloped

countries. The exploitation of backward areas for the purpose of

financial gain by British investors was denounced by Hobson as

detrimental to sound international relations.

Hobson came under attack nrany times during his career as a writer by

those who either disagreed with his basic positi on or otherwi se

criticized his sometimes contradictory arguments. In attempting to

strengthen his particular view, Hobson often overstressed certain

elements whiìe neglecting to mention the effects of other equally if not

nore important factors. This oversight was often interpreted by his

cri t i cs to si gnal an i gnoranee, on Hobson's part, of the basi c

functioning of the economic system. To be Sure' Hobson did not always

present his readers with a consistent argument and would sometimes

contradict himself from one book to the next or even within the very

same book. Nonetheless, this distance from pure theory afforded Hobson

a less 'intellectuaìly tainted'perspective. His perspective was one of

moral sympathy rather than the rigid log'ic of his contemporaries. Hobson

wrote in 1938:

Looking.back, I do not regret this exclusion from orthodox
economic ci róles. For the mixed ì ife of lecturing,
controversial politics and iournalism to which I was driven'
though i n some ways damagi ng to orde-rly thi nk i !9., had
compeisations that were Yery valuable. (Cole 1940' 355)
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Often Hobson was writing for a wider audìence and simplified his ideas

in order to facilitate a general understanding of his argument.

Though it has been impossible to convey adequately his .deep
undeistanding of economic processess, it must be admjtted
that the formllation of hii tneory was rather crude, it
being set out too often in the language of journalism rather
than of science. (Coppack 1953, 20)

In The Industrial Svstem , Hobson attempts to present a unitary method

for measuring the productivity of the d'ifferent factors of production

and-reduces them alI to "units of productive power". E.J. Urwick notes

that this unitary treatment "compels us to regard rent as a necessary

payment for so many units of productive power of a eertain kind", a

concìusion which contradicts his earìier claim that all rent is

necessarily unproductive. (Urwick 1909, 443) The very process of trying

to somehow quanti fy the contributions of the various factors of

production is a 'futile exercise' for which Hobson elsewhere criticizes

the Margi nal i sts. Barbara l{ootton, commenting on his book Povertv in

Plenty remarks "Mr Hobson's essay leaves the impression that on every

page, the author is damaging a good cause by bad (and not always

mutually consistent) arguments. (l{ootton 1932, 98) Pauì Homan questions

the validity pf hi5 logic, noting that "Hobson has a case against the

justice of current distribution, and is convincing in denying the

appl icabi I ity of competitive theory to a system in which speciaì

advantage plays so large a part. But in pressing these points home he

occasionally goes to the untoward length of complete unintelligibility."

(Homan 1928, 327)
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Though Hobson was sometimes criticized for his lack of consistency or

for his illogical conclusions, many animadversions directed at him were

delivered by those who simply possessed different points of view. Edwin

Cannan, commenting on Hobson's book Democracv After the t'lar ,is evidentìy

dis-illusioned with the effects of nationalism and expresses his contempt

for Hobson's treatment of the subject. (Cannan 1918' 93) Elsewhere in a

review of The New Protectionism Cannan rejects Hobson's assessment of

the international situation, arguing that "the economic interpretation

of hostile feelings is generally a fraud." (Cannan 1916' 367)

A contemporary of Hobson's, l{.H. Hamilton, in 1915 writes that "his

superstructure of socioìogy and his substructure of hedonistic economics

are incompatible." Hobson struggled with the notions of weaìth and

welfare in these early works, and became increasingly convinced of the

need for a more "human" valuation of these terms. Hamilton conplains

that while Hobson was criticaì of the marginalist school, he himself

adopted an essentiaìly hedonist calculus in his determination of costs

and uti I ities.

The common standards of social iustice, the theory of
individual liberty, the principles of contract, the right of
inheritance ¡nd like conventions, are aìl overlooked. Here,
the critics are insisting, lies the real battlefield between
opposing industriaì interests, Yet, here the silence of
Hobson is t,hat of an individualist whose theories rest upon
the immutability of the prevailing system. (Hamilton 1915,
571)
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}'lhile such an interpretation hardly characterizes the essence of

Hobson's early ideas, it is most certainly falsified by the bulk of his

later works in which he advocated such major institutional reforms as

bringing the whole of routine industry under public control. By

nationalizing industries where the production process was either

degrading or monotonous, Hobson felt that the conditions of work could

thus be improved for these workers.

The true value of Hobson's lifelong heretical career cannot be

determined by the degree of soundness of his various arguments. Hobson

y{as a prolific writ,er whose ideas may have sometimes been inconsistent,

but as Freeden notes: "Most inconsistencies of Hobson's, not severe

enough to disrupt the general coherence of his social thought, are

better explained as refìections of the intel lectual gropi ngs and

hammerings-out of issues which typified the new Liberals". (Freeden

1978, 109) Rather, his invaluabìe contribution to the history of

economic thought derives from his ab'ility to challenge orthodox theory

through his daring and provocative queries into the workings of the

economic system. A.[,1. Flux remarks: "Though we find difficuìty in
accepting either the point of view or the bulk of the conclusions of Mr.

Hobson, we find much that stimulates to careful and precise thought in

his book, ¡,ere it only that one is driven to try to follow the process

by which, with the premises in many respects of the soundest, he finds

himself at variance with the mode of treatment and many of the results

of sound thinkers.' (Flux 1900, 384)
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J.1,1. Keynes, who later pursued many of the points raised by Hobson,

comments on the idiosychratic nature of Hobson's works'

Qne comes to a new book by l¡lr. Hobson with mixed feelings in
ñop.-óf-itimulating ideas and of some fruitful criticisr¡s of
o.tnoOory from an índependent and individual standpoint' but
also eipectant of much sophistry, misunderstanding and
perverse thought.

Hobson y,as an i conocl ast whose attack on orthodoxy stimul ated

independent thought. In tracing his works from the late 1800's to the

m.iddle of the twentieth century, one appreciates the growth of Hobson's

humanist approach to the study of economics. There can be no doubt that

Hobson moved further ðRd further away from mainstream theory'

particularly as the theory acquired a more and more rigourous analytical

qual i ty. Davi s notes that "I ndeed down to about 1909' he m'ight have

considered himself a member of Marshall's School (the Cambridge School ),

though decidedly a heretical orìê... but Hobson's later writ'ings br-ing

him into such sharp conflict with the concepts of neoclassicism that he

seems to have broken al I ties with it. " (Davi s 1957 , 295) H'is ovrn

institutional approach affords a more organic view of econom'ic

processes with an emphasis on how social institutions interact to affect

human behavior.. uHuman life in all its related activities is an art

and, while the physical and other organic sciences can supply knowìedge

to the practitioners of this art, they cannot make it into a science"'

(Hobson 1938, 202)
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CHAPTER 4

CONCEPTUALIZATION AND I''IETHOD

Hobson !ì,as an 'idealist who believed in the ab'iìity of man to af fect hi s

ourn dest i ny. He hel d an onganì c v'iew of soc'i ety and saw true democnacy

as the expression of that socjal will. This chapter examjnes Hobson's

ph'i ì osophy and methodoìogy and demonstrates how Hobson's 'institutional

appnoach afforded him a more real istic and humani st i nterpretat'i on of

economics than that offered by e'ither the Marginalist or Marxian

wrjters of h'is day. In his view, certain cr"it jcal ì nst'itutional changes

vlere necessary before British democracy could become mean'ingful to all

of her c'itizens.

In his efforts to humanize the study of economics, Hobson urged a more

empì ri ca'l approach wh'ich accounted f or the economi c and non -economi c

factors affecting behavìor. H'is philosophy and method are based on the

observations and experiences of the author. In this WâY, Hobson's

phìlosophy clearly resembles that of the Emp'iric'ists, particularly that

of John Locke (L632-1704). 0ne could, in fact, actual'ly paral'l el

Hobson's attack on the Mangi nal'ists with the attack wh'ich the Empì rj c'ist

wniters waged against the Rationalists 'in the late 1600's. L'ike the

Marginalists of the twentieth century, the Rationalists accepted

Descarte's claim that logic and mathematics were modeìs for ali true

knowledge. (Woìff 1981,341) John Locke,'in h'is Essa s Concerni n Human

Understand'ing, argued convensely that Reason ìs mere'ly a tool for

ongani zing knowì edge and that on'ly through expenience does one attajn
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knowledge, for it is through Experience "that all knowledge is founded

and from that it ultimately derives itself." (Locke 1924, 42)

Hobson criticized the marginalists for their overwhelming fascination

with technique and their virtual neglect of actual occurrerlcês. He

distrusted reason and logic and rejected any notion of natural law as

governi ng soci ety and its i nsti tuti ons. 
'$i 

nce the *{fj!i ngs of Adam

Smith, economists have clung blindly tg the doctrine of Natural Law,

even after it was abandoned in the physicaì sciences. (Needham 1953,71)

Hobson who himself possessed a more dynamic, and organic world view

adopted an institutional approach to the study of economics.

Many of John Locke's political ideas have since become imbedded in the

constitution of the United States. Hobson's ideas about government

conformed closely to the tenets of Locke's theory. Locke believed that

sovereignty did not resÍde with the state but with the people. He

advocated the need for a system of checks and balances in government

where the legislative body had more power than the executive or iudicial

body. (Mac.ri di s 1980, 34) Hobson, in his Crisis of Liberalism , argued

that the public had no control over foreign policy and in the early

months of llorld l{ar 1, Hobson was on the executive committee of the

Union of Democratic Control whose purpose u,as to 'secure real

parliamentary control over foreign policy'. (Porter 1968 , 22!) He

argued t,hat constitutional reform was a necessary prerequisite to

meaningful democracy in Britain. The House of Lords could and did

consistently veto a number of measures put forth by the House of Commons

affect'ing changes to the laws concerning property and licensing. The
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destruction of this veto, for vlhich Hobson lobbied extensiveìy, was

finally accomplished in 1911. (Hobson 1909a' 5)

Locke believed that revolution was not only a right but an obligation of

the people. (Robertson 1977,460) Hobson felt that equal access to the

democratic process was vital. He too maintained that there existed

certain,,rights', of the community, and iustified revolutionary action if

it was necessary to secure or protegt these rights. 0n the whole,

however, Hobson pursued a more passively persuasive aPproach to

pOlitical or economic refOrm. "EffeCtive gOvernment," he argued, "'in

any branch of conduct requires the real consent not merely of a

triumphant maiority, but also of the defeated minority"" (Hobson 193Ia,

BZ) Democracy was in its infancy before the first t{orld liar, and Hobson

felt that if properly applied, Democratic Socialism could effectively

serve the needs of the PeoPle.

perhaps one of the most salient features of Hobson's work which

distinguishes him from his contemporaries is his treatment of man, not

as a mere economic being, but rather as a complex organic entity' In

his works, he attempts to synthesize the various facets of man in an

effort to provide a more realistic conception of man in his economic

endeavors. This notion of an organic harmony inevitably enters into his

exposition of economic phenomenon, but more importantly it situates

economic studies in the larger treatise of man and his environment.
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Many economists, while recogniz'ing the comp'lex nature of man, have taken

the liberty of isolating what they consider to be rational economic

behavior in order to facilitate what they purport to be scientific

study. such action, Hobson feìt, had produced a grossìy distorted view

of reality and had, thereby, limited the useful application of existing

theory. To begin with, Hobson reiect.ed the claim that man was an

inherently selfish and greedy being motivated solely by i..::vidualistic

goals. This, he felt, described ma.n in a primitive state where each

must struggle to meet his own basic needs. Instead, in an environment

where the livelihood of each individual was largely dependent on the

healthy operation of the economic syst,em as a whoìe, and where the very

personality of man was, to a large extent, determined by the

environment in wh'ich he lived, Hobson felt that man could more

accurateìy be described as a social being, therefore capable of being

motivated by altruistic or social goals'

Like the earìy Greek philosophers, Hobson viewed society aS an organic

entity, responsible to a certain degree for the organic welfare of its

members.

Now whatever view we hold about socigly.on a physical P.lan9

âi a iollection ói individuat bodies living in some sort of
union, it can, I think be made-quite clear that society is
;igñ¿ìy rãgãroeo as a morat, rarional organism, in the sense

Ität ít hãs a co*mon life, character, and purpose of its
rô*n..s. (Hobson 1909a, 73)
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In the organic makeup of man, basic needs t,ake precedence. Thus, Hobson

felt that one of the most acute responsibilities of society was to

ensure that the basic needs of all of its members were met, for just as

society, through the making of laws, ensures the right to life of all

its members, it is obligated to ensure that each individual has access

to those goods which sustain life. (Hobson 1902,90) There must be an

adequate provision of public aoods in those iases where, due to the

imperfections of the market system, the individual was unable to

provide himself with his basic needs. This, Hobson felt, was the

foundation of a healthy environment.

tlhat is necessary is that some term should be used to
assist the mind in realizing that all life proceeds by the
cooperation of units working, not each for its separate
self, but rather for a whole, and attaining their separate
well-being in the proper functioning of that whole. (Hobson
[1914] 1968, 16)

Hobson saw the welfare of the individual as being determined by the

interplay of sociaì, economic, political and moral forces, not in a

static sense but in a dynamic and progressive sense. Thus, poverty and

unemployment and other manifestations of social disease afflicted the

mental and physi cal wel.l -bei ng of al I of society. The need for

increased public activity in order to rectify these social disorders was

essential to the organic welfare of society and therefone to the

well-being of its members.
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Hobson feìt that there was an unwarranted bias against the publ'ic

provision of goods. He argued that the enlargement of public functions

was just,ified if it enlarged personal liberty. (Hobson 1909a, 98) The

reliance on charity for such services reflected not only a distorted

conception of social responsibility, it also resulted in the

over-provision of some goods and the under-provision of others,

depending on the whims of the privileged classes. (Hobson 1909a,220)

Thus, the balance between pubìicìy and prfvately-produeed goods was

necessary to ensure the organic welfard'of society and its members.

The notion of an organic baiance as the supreme end to which men strive

is most cìearly expressed in Hobson's definition of wealth, adopted from

Ruskin's work Unto this Last.

There is no wealth but life. Life including all its povrers
of ìove and joy, and of admiration. That country is richest
which nourishes the greatest number of noble and happy human
beings; that man is richest who, having perfected the
functions of his own life to the utmost, has also the widest
heìpful influence, both personal and by means of his
posiessions, over the lives of others. (Hobson 1911, 14)

This view differs markedly from the economic writings of Hobson's

contemporaries whose emphasis was on the individual's struggle to attain

the greatest amount of material goods with the least amount of effort.
Rejecting the claim that men are ayerse to working, Hobson emphasized

the positive aspects of earning one's livelihood and the need for
sufficient leisure time to cultivate othen modes of human expression.

Man realized himself through the fruits of his labour and this feeling

of self-worth was essential to his organic welfare. It is for this
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reason that Hobson sôvr unemployment as one of the most serious probìems

of his time.

Hobson ilas a social refonner. He rejected the theory of wage and price

determination formulated by neoclassical writers. Labour was not nereìy

a commodity to be bought and sold in the marketplace' but was a

collection of individuals forced to wori in order to survive. tlith

little or no support for the poor, individuals vrere compelled to accept

whatever conditions were offered them by their empìoyers. In his

expositions, Hobson readily addressed the issue of labour, and its

dic¡árr:nt¡nar{ nncitinn in fho h¡¡n¡inino nrôcêqq- Marqhall - in hiqs r Jgu rsr.vs:tvg

e'laborate theoretical work, explains wage and price determination under

conditions of free competition as rewarding the various factors of

production according to the value of their marginal products. Hobson,

however, felt that the degree of concentration of ownership in industry

which prevailed posited excessive gains in the hands of a small number

of powerful industrial and financial magnates. "The sellers of labour

are many, the buyers feY{." (Hobson 1911, 119)

Labour was.in an initially vulnerable state when entering into the

bargaining process.

The worker who sells his labour power for a ìiving
ordinarily bargains for its sale at a disadvantage; he must
sell it or he and his family will starve¡ the employer who

buys lt wilt not starve but only lose some 'profit' if he
fails to buy it, This difference between starvation and
loss of profit is a perpetuaì handicap to the worker in his
bargaining for wages. (Hobson 1909a, 167)
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To a great extent, man's decision to work was not voluntary, but rather

necessary for survival. Yet, man's engagement in work also pnesented

non-pecuniary rewards such as a sense of duty, or social worth, a sense

of power or some other value intrinsic to the performance of a job.

(Hobson 1929a, ?26) The desire to work and the necessity of doing so

coul d not be reduced to a rpre monetary contract. Indeed, man was not

to be regarded as a slave to the ever-oscillatlng market, but rather,

labour Íras of essence, central to man's physicaì and mental well-being.

For this reason, imperfections in the market, as manifest in the large

body of unempl oyed and under-empl oyed i ndi vi dual s, requi red di rect

intervention by the state on behalf of its citizens.

During the time of his writings, the trade union movement in England was

limited in its scope to a small number of monopolized industries. The

vast majority of workers received minimal wages and functioned under

poor working conditions. Hobson saw the need for legislation wh'ich

protected the worker from unfair labour practices and strengthened h'is

position vis a vis his employer. Lutz states that "possibly Hobson's

most remarkable insight was his early articulation of the impact of

economic seöurity, as well as participation, on human nature. It is in

this critical. point. that he anticipates the lore of modern humanistic

psychology most brilliantìylf (Lutz 1980, 253) Hobson also advocated the

institution of laws which limited the length of the working day and

guaranteed workers would receive a ¡ninimum u,age. In addition, improving

social services and increasing support for the poor would indirectly

amel iorate the rel ati ve barga'ini ng positi on of workers. 'rIt i s an
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elaborate indìrect attempt to readjust the adverse conditions of the

wage bargain. " (Hobson 1911, ?19) Hobson, thus, rejected the

neoclassical price theory presented by I'larsha'll and promoted by hi s

fol I owers.

The prima facie equity of free competition and laissez-faire
as a security for the fair apportionment of wealth is thus
dismissed upon the grounds that there is no freedom of
competition, or of bargain, between financial unequals, -andthat in almost every actual instance bargaining takes place
between unequals. (Hobson L929a, 2I2l

?--^--l J--- -t ¡ô-ô¡ ia+^¡.,a¡+ian.¡rê ã^^ÂêcãFv ia a¡áo¡ tn
lll5Lgdu, lill,l to5gu JLot,g lilLsl YgilLrvil EsJ rrEvsJJsrJ rrr vr vsr

compensate for certain inequities evident in the capitalist system as it
had developed during his time.

Man's engagement in economic activities, either as a producer or as a

consumer of goods h,as viewed by Hobson as inSeparable, the balance

between work and consumption being integral to the notion of organic

stability, Þoth for the individual and for the healthy functioning of

the econom'ic system as a whole. The separate treatment of consumpt'ion

and production in the study of economics is completely artificial, and

yet economists have repeatedly tried to establish the a priori

"supremacy of prod'uci,ion." Hobson felt that an excessive amount of

economic study was directed towards an understanding of the production

process, erith little or no regard for the arts of consumption.
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I'lodern large-scale industry has enlarged and made more
di sti nct an unnatural and injurious separation of the arts
of production and those of consumption... But since work and
enjoyment are both human features, they must be organicalìy
related in the life of every individual in a healthy
community. (Hobson 1906, 435)

In order to maintain this organic balance, the level of consumption must

be sufficient to exhaust the output of industry. Yet, everywhere Hobson

saw a tendency for the arts of production to outstrip those of

consumption, inevitably leading to depressions in trade. This, he felt,

was a partiaì consequence of focusing atl attention on increasing output

in_the production process without paying due regard to the arts of

-^-^.---^:^- Ã 
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organic treatment of man in his roìe as consumer and producer was

fundamental to a better understanding of the economic system.

Hobson's emp'irical examination of the economic system permitted him to

focus on issues which were almost completely neglected by his

neoclassical contemporaries. The growth of monopoly power and

Imperialism, the importance of consumption and the danger of oversaving

and the relative position of ìabour in the bargaining process, these

were economic phenomena which did not 'fit' into the body of

neoclads'ical theory, yet were, nonetheìess, yery real. It was Hobson

who wouìd redirect attention to the imperfections of the capitalist

system and who would recommend ways in which the collective cou'ld

effectively overcome these barriers to meaningful participation in the

economi c system.
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OIAPTER 5

iloil0P01Y

The period durlng which Hobson ¡{as writing uras one of massive

consol tdation and trust-building.

The greatest merger movement in American history-began ln
iggg.- Between 189-0 and 1897 there were 84 new combinations,
according to one list, with a totaì authorized capital stock
õf $t.0 6illion; but, between 1898 and 1902 there x'ere 189

corbinations, with capitaì of $4.0 billion. (blhitney 1958'
6)

In less than half the time frame, the number of rergers had more than

doubled, with the nominal value of capital stock quadrupling. Th'is

phenomenon was occurring, not onìy in the United States, but in advanced

capitalist nations around the world.

Hobson vlas concerned about the high degree of economic power acquired by

these monopolist firms. In his inquiry, Hobson examines the

reallocation of resources due to monopoly, finding that monopolists

generally cutback on production and raise prices above what they would

be if they vrere determined competitively. He was concerned that the

surplus fncorne received by monopolists was the source of imbalances

between aggregate demand and aggregate supply and advocated greater

government control over the collection and distribution of this surplus

income. It was critical that the economic literature Present a more

realistic account of the transfers of income due to monopoly power, and

that the effects of this redìstribution be studied in order to determine

their impact on the operation of the economy at large.
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In orthodox neoclassical prlce theory, under conditions of perfect

competitlon, each firm ls a prlce taker, with no considerable lnfluence

on the price. Total Revenue ls equal to the prlce multiplied by output,

with marginaì revenue therefore being equal to price. Consequently, the

demand curye and the marglnal reyenue curves are ldentical.

The monopollst, however, has an lnfluence over the price of hls output,

and therefore faces a downward sloping demand curye. Because the

monopolist must reduce his price before he can increase output, his

margi nal revenue curve is always bel ow his demand curye. trJhen he

avnqa¡{c }ri c a¡r}nrr} .Þ}ra nan¡nal i c.} ali ac -^rr^ñrrÀê f¡nn .}lra ia¡¡area¿{t^Pl¡ll\¡J lalJ VULPULT 9llç lll lVP(,l IJU UEtlllJ lçVgrlugJ llvlll l,llç lllvlçqJgu

output but he loses the revenue from the higher price received on

earlier units. Since all profit maximizing firms operate where l¡lR = MC,

the price of the monopolist lriìl always exceed that of a perfectìy

competitive firm, and the level of output wilì always be less. Diagram

A illustrates the different pricing schemes of the two firms. The

perfectly competitive firm will operate where D = lilC or at Pr. and Q^.

The monopoìist's MR curve is lower than the demand curve and at the

level of output Qm, the price demanded by the monoplist would be Pm.

P, ¡.lR , llC

uc

P

P
1

Qm Qr o

Diagram À: I{elfare Loss Due to }lonopoly
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Neoclassical economists have identified the dead weight loss to society

as Âabc in the diagram. ihe reduced level of output of the monopoìist

is not considered a direct loss since it assumed that these factors of

production will be product'ively empìoyed elsewhere. Such a view is, of

course, based on the assumption of full empìoyment, for in conditons of

ìess than full employment, these factors would add to the existing body

of unemployed labour and capital. Hobson himself was concerned that

during these periods of depressed trade, the reduced level of production

of the monopolist would aggravate the already low levels of employment.

f^ +^á-ê ^s ,¡¡^+^;¡...+¡^- -^^^1 ---:-^^1 +L^^-.. ^-^^-+- +L^+ ¡t.^ +----3^-¿il Ltrt t¡t5 ul L¡tJr,r tuuLrvilr t¡gu\. lor))rr-o>t t,ilcutJ q>>Er L5 LiloL LilE Lt oilstËt'

of "welfare" from consumers in the form of consumer surpìus, to
monopoìists in the form of revenues (area A) represents a redistribution

which warrants no judgement. The fact that th'is "rvelfare" has been

transformed from an imaginary quantity (consumer surpìus) to a real

quantity (actual revenue to the monopoìist) has never been addressed by

neoclassical theory.

Hobson saw monopoìists as having a lower than average propensity to

consume ,- and argued that most of their surplus income was saved

regardless of the rate of interest. To him, a greater part of the

monopolist's surplus income, corresponding to area A in the diagram,

repnesented an excessive amount of savings and investment for the

prevaiìing level of consumption.
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Hobson repudiated the existence of the imaginary quantity termed

'consumer surplus' for it was static and falsely assumed an ability to

first isolate economic transactlons and then add them together to

determine total welfare. Hobson argued that the consumer was not to be

considered a third party in distribution (Hobson 1904, 360) For him,

the surplus income accruing to monopolists represented a double loss to

consumers because it required them to pay higher price and because the

tendency for monopolists to save and invest an excessive amount of this

income caused economic depressions.

"It is incontestible that the economic surpluses, in their
emergence as income, measure not producti ve servi ces
rendered by their recipients, but strength of bargaining due
to natural, contrived or fortuitous scarcity." (Hobson
l9?9, 199)

There was a natural tendency towards monopoly in certain industries

which exhibited large economies of scale. Hobson argued that these

natural monopolies, particularly in the areas of credit, utilities and

transportation, shouìd be brought under direct governrnent control.

There were also certain industries where a smaìl number of participants

combined to withotd output and raise prices. In these instances, Hobson

argued that it was in the best interests of society to tax away this

surplus and redistribute it to the community either in the form of wages

to workers or as funds to be used for the provision of public works.

The real source of i nstabi I i ty, accordi ng to Hobson, üras the

concentration of wealth within a smalì group that aìready consumed as
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much as they wanted. This redistribution caused an increase in the

average level of savings and a decrease in the average level of

consumption and caused an excessive amount of capital to come into

exist,ence for which there was no effective demand.

Some neoclassical economists have attempted to quantify the welfare loss

due to monopoly using a abc (diagram A) as representative of the

deadweight toss to society. Harberger estimated this loss at one-tenth

of_l percent of GNP, a highìy insign'ificant amount from the point of

view of the economy as a whol e. Other more I i beraì estimates have

virtually confirmed these findings, if one is to accept the method

employed by Harberger in his attempts to quantify this loss. (Harberger

le54 )

There are dissentìng views as to the effects of monopoìized trades on

the economy as a whole. Galbraith and Schumpeter argue that a high

degree of research and development is carried on with'in these

monopolized industries and that these firms generate innovation and

technological progress. "Thus, in the modern industry shared by a few

firms, size and the rewards accruing to market power combine to ensure

that the resources for research and technical development wiìì be

available". (Mansfield 1974, 39) 0thers such as George Stigìer, Edwin

Mansfi et d, and Mi lton Friedman criti ci ze monopoly, though al I for

different reasons. (Mansfield 1974, 39)
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Hobson argued that the real loss to society was far greater than that

represented by .Aabc. For one, the higher price of the monopoìist

represented an additional cost to consumers. The welfare loss due to

monopoly was even greater during periods of depressed trade, for at this

time, the monopolists' reduced dernand for inputs aggrevated unemployment

levels, and his tendency to save a higher than average proportion of

this surplus incore reduced aggregate demand and caused a redundance of

cap'ital to accumulate in the marketplace.

The-ability of monopolies to cutback on production and raise prices

posited a dangerously high degree of market power in the hands of a

relatively small financial and industrial elite. Hobson was also wary

of their abiìity to temporarily undercut competitors in order to drive

away actual or potenti al competiti on. (Hobson 1906, 222) "The

dissolution of standard oil company of New Jersey by ant'itrust action jn

l91l broke up a corporation which at that time refined 80 percent of the

country's oil output. " (l,lhitney 1958, 182) This concentration of

po¡,er, particularly in finance, constituted a dangerous threat to the

healthy operation of the economic system.

Indeed the future attitude of the modern state towards the
new structure of finance, whose control over industry and
politics is rapidly being concentrated in a few virtually
hon-competing. groups, opens up some of the most momentous

issues of the new state craft. (Hobson 1909b, 273')

Large monopoì'ized corporations r'rere to be found not only in Europe and

North America, but rather they spanned the globe in their search for raw

materials and new markets. The concentration of wealth with'in this
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small industrial and financial elite conferred upon this group a high

degree of economic and political power. This power uras often used to

influence both domestic and international politics. Hobson felt that

the abuse of this potrer undermined the democratic process and ultimately

posed a threat to internationaì peace.

The holding company and the mergers, together with the
interlocking di rectorates, and presumably the voti ng trust,
were all ways and means by whìch the banking community took
over the strategic reguìation of the key industries, and by
way of that avenue, also the control of the economic system
at large. (Hobson 1937, 73)

Marginalist economics had presented an incomplete and unrealistic

account of the real social costs of monopoly by disregarding the effects

of market power on distribution and by neglecting the effects of

d'istribution on the level of aggregate demand. To Hobson, the true

costs of monopoly, from the point of view of society, included the

higher price of the monopo'list. During periods of less than full
employment, Hobson also considered the reduced level of output of the

monopolists as a cost to the community. Greater government control over

the growing number of monopolized firms was necessary to ensure a more

just and stable source of consumption demand.
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CHAPTER 6

IIIPERIATI$,I

In.1902, Hobson wrote a classic book entitled Imperialism outlining the

nature of Imperialism, its root causes.and the direction needed to halt

i mperi al i st expansi on around the worl d. Hobson sal{ domest i c

underconsumption as the 'economic taproot' of Imperialism, and argued

that the "wholesorne rivalry" of competing nations rras being undermined

by a barbaric struggìe for markets amongst advanced industrialized

nations. There have since been numerous writers who have contested this

purely economic interpretation of Imperiaìismn and as Hobson himself

would later remark, the economic determ'inism appa rent i n Imperi a'l i sm was

an oversimplification of the actual facts and forces operating at this

time. (Hobson 1938, 63)

This period in history marks the genesis of a strong sense of

internationaìism. Improved transportation and communications systems

brought countries cìoser together. The nexus of trading routes

patterning the globe meant ìncreased interaction with other parts of the

world. The zenith. gf free migration world-wide occurred during this

period. This nevl cosmopolitanism stimulated ideas by pioneers in the

various discipìines.

Hobson regarded free trade as a dynamic and progressive force. Like

Cobden, he saw increased trade aS a Sound baSis for Stronger

i nternational ties.
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The larger meaning of free trade ranks as a phase of social
evoìutiõn by whicñ, on the one hand, militarism.ls displaced
uv ináuiiriäfiiaiión-and on the othár hand, political limlts
of nationalism yiãta ptace to an effective internationaìism
UaseO upon identiat óf'c*rerciaì interest. (Hobson 1898'
168)

Cain argues that Hobson changed his attitude towards free trade from

1906 onwards, whereafter he began a *f,ole hearted acceptance of free

t rade.

whereas ImPerialism: AThe overall result, however, was that
!!ujU had condemned a great deal of
ñffi ot perpetrating a hatef-ul sY

Hititarism', these later works often s

the wonders to be exPected from t
fact,or movements and the greatest int
ìabour. (Cain L979, 577l-

foreign investment as a

stem of imPerialism and
ound I i ke panegYri cs on
he maximum freedom of
ernational di vi si on of

Cont ra ry to Cai n's bel i ef, Hobson remaì ned adamantly opposed to

protectionism throughout his career. In his book Internationaì Trade '
written in 1904, he argues that the push for protectionism is based on a

faìse dichotomy between producers and consumers. (Hobson 1904a' 193)

Hobson emphasizes the benefits of free trade, but as Porter notes, he

nas opposed-to the notion.of forcing free trade on other countries.

,'The ,free trade' pretensions of the open markets poìicy will not bear

the slightest scrutiny. The xorking princlple lt avowedty involves is

the supposition that England must be prepared to'fight for markets"'

(Hobson -1898, 109)
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Hobson favoured a policy of voluntary trade between nations, but

condemned Imperialism as a gross distortion of the princip'les of free

trade. Hobson saw increased trade between nations as a sol'id foundation

for stronger international ties. A number of writers at the turn of the

century sal', the decl i ne of nati onal i sm as a movement towards

internationalism, though Hobson sayJ no necessary antagonism between the

two, instead viewing a stong sense of nationalism as a vital
prerequisite to genuine internationalism.

ll^À:---ì:-- i^ - -1-i- Li-L..-.. 
^-:-^ 

i^--1i^- --) l¡ñcil,ruildl r5lil ls cr Prcrlfr illgfrulcrJ Lu lfrLgrilctLrulldI r5r¡1, crlru I I

it manifests a d'ivergence, we may well suspect a perversion
of its purpose. Such a perversion is Imperialism, in which
nations, trespassing beyond the limits of facile
assimilation tranform the wholesome stimulative rivalry into
the cut-throat struggle of competing empires. (Hobson [1902]
1954, 11)

Hobson felt that the adoption of Imperialist policies by a number of

industnialized countnies, forcefu'lly imposing alien institutions on

whol e soci eti es woul d retard the movement towards a genuine

international'ism, and wou'ld ultimately reverse the progressive path of

man through "history.

In his analysis, Hobson presents a nurnber of views supporting

Imperialism as either an outlet for popuìation, as an expansion of

Bri ti sh pol i ti cal and fi nancial institutions for the purpose of

spreadìng democracy, or as an inevitable outgrowth of capital i st

development. He then refutes these arguments by presenting what he

sees as the causes and effects of Imperial'ist expansion. In contrast to
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later wniters such as Lenin, who saw Imperialism as the final stage of

capita]ist development, or Luxemburg, who saw Imperialism as an integral

part of capitatist development, Hobson saw Imperialism as a

manifestation of certain weaknesses in the capitalist system' capable of

being remedied through enlightened state action.

Certain areas of Brita'in were densely populated during this time' though

Hobson argues that it cannot be regarded as "overpopulated in the sense

of j people outgrowing the means of subsistence." (Hobson [1902] 1954,

42) Rather the expans'ion of certaÍn centres within Britain was a

consequence of industrial development, "wÍth every recent growth of

popu'lation [contribut'ing to] a far greater growth of wealth. " (Hobson

[1902] 1954,43) Finalìy, with the aid of statistics, Hobson shows that

the outmigration of British citizens to her colonies was a small and

d'imi ni shi ng number.

"Politicaìly, the new Imperialism is an expansion of autocracy". (Hobson

t19021 1954, 27) The expansÍon of British interests into parts of

Africa and Asia was not an attempt to implant in these countries some

genuine form of democracy. Instead, a small number of individuals

controlled the poìitical and economic institutions of these countries

and exploited their positions of pov{er to further their own interests.

None of her possessions were granted the representat'ive institutions and

responsible government which, Hobson felt, characterized the British

parliamentary system.
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Britajn's expansion into China u,as the most blatant example of

Imperialist aggression. It could not be argued that Britain aimed to

civilize this vast country, for by Hobson's standards, China t{as one of

the most developed nations in the world. Her leaders were determined by

inte'llectual tests. Small scale industry was spread out across the

country, and each town, with its craftsmen and officials' enjoyed a

relative'ly high degree of autonomy. Hobson admired the organic unity of

Chinese culture which he feìt recognized the dignity of labour and

exhibited a "neverence for things of the m'ind". (Hobson [1902] 1954,

5¿O )

Hobson appreciates that there are many different paths to development'

each with its own intrinsic value. The forcibìe acquisition of ports

and the establishment of foreìgn trade centres fostered resentment

within Chi na, however, and destroyed any hopes for i mproved

international relations. "þlhat Asia has to give, her priceless store of

wisdom garnered from her experiences of ages, we refuse to take; the

much or I ittl e we coul d g'i ve we spoi 1 by the brutal manner of our

giving. This is what Imperialism has done and is doing for Asia.l'

(Hobson [1902] 1954, 327)

Hobson was a humanist vrith a respect for cultural differences and a

genuine concern for international justice. Porter notes that "this

cultural relativism of Hobson's tras unusual in the 1890's, but it was

not originaì,,, for he traces many of Hobson's ideas to those of compte.

(Porter 1968,181)
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In hls book Imperlalism , Hobson shows how the interests of the nation as

a whole are subordinated to the vested lnterests of particular groups.

Aìthough the new Imperialism has been bad business for the
nation, lt has been good business for certain classes and
certain trades within the nation. The costly ¡{ars, the vast
expenditures on armaments, the grave risks and embarassments
of foreign policy, the checks upon social reform within
Great Britain, though fraught with injury to the nation as a
whole, have served well the present business interests of
certain industries and professions. (Hobson [1902] 1954, 46)

The huge outlays on armaments, financed out of pubtic revenues, r'ere

being used to forcefully open up new markets in other parts of the

world. And yet, as Hobson points out, this nevJ external trade was the

smallest, least progressive and most fìuctuating in quantity. (Hobson

[1902] 1954, 40) Britain's most dynamic trading partners were her

European nei ghbors whom she was al ienating with her aggressive

Imperialist poìicies. Hobson felt the adoption of these Imperialist
policies, by subordinating the will of the peopìe to the private

interests of a few, undermined the generaì principles of democracy and

created a very hostile and unstable international environment. This

process would culminate in the outbreak of t{orld }lar l.

competition amongst Imperiaì ist por{ers in Europe affected the

deveìopment and peace of countries alì over the worìd. Hobson saw the

display of Imperialist aggressions as only symptoms of the disease, a

malignant disease which was spreading rapidly amongst the advanced

industrial nations. The disease was domestic underconsumption and its

cure lay in social reform.
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In analyzing the workings of the capitaìlst system, the probìem of

lneffectual demand was overlooked or ignored by most of the earìier

economists. Ricardo, tlill, and Smith, writing during a time when market

forces domfnated onìy a small fraction of the economy, argued for the

necessity of constantly expanding markets. These writers saw parsimony

ås a virtue, slnce lt was assumed that lt would atl be productlvely

invested to augment the existing capitaì stock.

J.S. I'li ll was aware that the export of capital abroad removed excessive

capital which wouìd otherwise have depressed domestic profits. The

goods procured by this foreign investment would also secure for the

domestic market a cheap source of supply of food and other wage goods

which would further reduce the costs of production and enhance the

margin of profits. (l'lill 1903, 490) Hobson argued against the necessity

of constantly expanding markets, claiming instead that "if the

apportionment of income were such as to invoke no excessive savings,

full and constant emplo¡rment for labour and capitaì would be furnished

at home." (Hobson [1902] 1954,93)

Hobson eludes the stagnation thesis by regarding technologicaì

adva.ncements and increased incomes to workers as forces sufficientìy
dynamic to exhaust the output of industry and stimulate further economic

growth. Economists are qulck to treat technology as exogenous, clôaking

it under the ominous veil of uceteris paribus". Yet, improvements in

technology have been a highly dynamic force in modern lndustrial
deveìopment, and to be sure, the period during which Hobson was writing
also witnessed massive technological advancenents.
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Hobson saw ineffectual demand as a critical factor ln explaining what

vJas occurring during this time. In the United States, "the power of

production far outstripped the rate of consumption, and contrary to

older theory, ÌJas unable to force a corresponding increase of

consumption by lorering pric€s." (Hobson [1902] 1954, 75) lnstead, U.S.

manufacturers, *hose domestic industries were saturated with capital,

sought investment opportunities abroad. (Hobson [1902J 1954' 76) This

phenomenon, whlch was apparent in a number of advanced industrial

countries, was seen by Hobson to be the driving force of lmperiaìism.

However, Hobson argued that the necessity of constantly expanding

narkets in order to prevent gluts was a fallacy.

It is not industrial progress that demands the opening up of
net{ markets and areas of investment, but the maldistribution
of consumi ng porrer which prevents the absorption of
commodities within the country. (Hobson [1902] 1954, 85)

The adoption of Imperialist policies by a number of advanced nations

created a tense and unstabl e i nternati onal envi ronment. llar was

imminent. Change was necessary. Hobson identified the economic taproot

of Imperia.lism as ultimately resulting from a naldistribution of

consumi.ng povrer within the country. The concentration of wealth within

the hands of a small corporate ellte enabled them to exercise a high

degree of poìitical control which, while serving their ot{n ends, proved

a seriogs threat to the stability of the lnternational system.
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Let any turn in the poìitico-economic forces divert from
these owners their excess income and make it flow, either to
the workers in higher yrages or to the community in taxes...
serving in either way to swell the tide of consumption,
there wiìl be no need to fight for foreign markets or
foreign areas of investment. (Hobson [1902] 1954, 126)

There have been many writers who have contended this economic

i nterpretati on of what they vi ew as a predomi nantly pol itical
phenomenon. Richard Hammond, in his article "Imperialism: sidesteps on

a stereotype", regards the prime motive of imperialist aggression

amongst European powers in the late 1800's and the earìy 1900's as the

desire for territorv.

Their chief concern vras playing the good old game of power
poìitics...The Portugese felt- and feel- that their overseas
possessions have been a symbol of their independence as a
nation... If I were tempted to set up a rival doctrine of
economic imperialism to that of Hobson and Lenin, my choice
for prophet would be Veblen, .the apostle of conspicuous
consumption. (Hammond 1961, 595)

Benjamin Cohen, in his book The Question of Imperi al i sm cri t i ci zes those

social theories which attempt to reduce alì reality to a singìe

causative factor. ..

coloni_al expansion was nore a product of diplomatic rivaìry
than of the mere profit motive. The economic interest iñ
empire generaìly succeeded the poìitical motivation, rather
than preceeded it; material gain was conceived as a means of
policy, not an end. (Cohen 1973, 79)
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Jones argues that there is no evidence that excessive domestic capital

caused a fall in the rate of profit in Britain at this time and

repudiates the view of those who saw Imperiaìism as an outgrowth of this

excessive domestic capitalization. (Jones 198?, 106) "Nineteenth

century Imperialism was a process of integrating the underdeveloped

par-ts of the world into the expanding economy of Britain." (Jones 1982,

l0s)

Imperiaìism , published in 1902, had a profound impact on the l4arxian

school of thought, for these writers had no probìem accepting Hobson's

ecoìomic interpretation of Imperialism. The idea of Imperialist
expansion had been informally introduced by l,larx in his third volume of

Kapital published posthumously in 1894. l4arx criticized the use of

brute force by spain, Portugal, Holìand, France and England in extending

the reach of capitalist production into the colonies. This mention of

Imperialism is brief, however, and it is only later that Imperialism

becomes central to the i4arxian interpretation of historicaì processesr

Hobson's analysis of Imperialism was forrnally incorporated into the body

of I'larxian literature by Luxemburg and Lenin. Rosa Luxemburg exami ned

the it¡Pgrialist policies of capftalist countries ln her book The

Accumulation of Ga ital published in 1913. In this work she argued

that "as productivity increased, the gap between the purchasing power of

the ¡rorking class and the potential output of consumer goods continually

widened". (Hunt 1979, 337) such an analysis of the nature of

Imperialism bears a striking resemblance to that of Hobson, who

identifies the economic taproot of Imperialism to be underconsumption.
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Luxemburg elaborates on Hobson's critique of the use of state resources

to forge markets in 'backward' areas. Hobson condemned such action by

the state on the grounds that it served only the interests of a small

elite, and was detrimental to the economic and po'litical stability of

the country at large. Luxemburg viewed Imperialist expansion abroad as

the only means of ensuring profitable investment opportunities, thereby

postponing the inevitable colìapse of the capitalist system. Her

analysis has since been criticized by a number of economists including

Joan Robi nson, for her oversi ght i n negì ecti ng to address the

possibi'lity of financing technoìogical research or increasing the real

wages of workers as alternative resoìutions to the dilemma of capitalist

expansion. (Seligman 1962, 91) It is interesting to note that Hobson

advocated the expans'ion of social services and favoured an increase in

workers wages as viable alternatives to the frequent g'luts of capital

and consumer goods.

Davis feels that Hobson's interpretation of Imperialism as potentially

beneficial to'backward'countries mars his record as a utelfare

economist, for Davis'insists that Imperialism involved the d'irect

exploitation of these areas for the benefit of the mother country.

(Davis 1957,312) This view of international relations put forth by the

'dependency'school has come under attack in recent years for its overly

narrow interpretation of development. Hobson felt that these areas could

experience certa'in benefits from their interactions with the mother

country, though Lenin would later argue otherwise.
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tlh'ile in exile in Switzerland in 1916, Lenin completed his maior work,

Imperialism . The H'i qhest Sta qe of Ca itaìism. Suffused bY the

characteristically determinist hues of Marxian analys'is, the concom'itant

rise of monopoly capitat and the adoption of Imperialist policies by

advanced industrial nations were viewed by Lenin as acts in the p'lay of

historical processes. In his view, the dominance of financial over

industrial capital coupled with the dramatic increase of monopolized

institutions signalled the beginning of a new and yet final stage in

capital ist development. Smaller, competitive firms would be forced out

of the market by these large monopolies. The contradictions inherent to

capitalism urged the growth and expansion of multjnat'ionals who enjoyed

tremendous power both domestically and abroad. In the stage of advanced

Imper.ia'lismr "Have" nations would dominate the "Have Not" nations simply

by the export of capital. (Len'in [1916] 1966, L77) Unlike the soc'ial

democrats at this time, Lenin saw the demise of the capìtalist system

and the subsequent dictatorship of the proìetariat as the onìy logicaì

and feasible course of future development.

tJhat made Hobson's anaìysis so read'i ly amenable to a Marxian

interpretation? Hobson, unlike the marginalists' saw distribution as a

function of power in the community. Monopoly power enabled certain

industrial and financial magnates to influence public opinion through

their control of the press and to manipulate both domestic and foreign

policy through their close politicat ties. The adoption of Imperialist

policies by advanced'industrial nations rvas a manifestation of the abuse

of thjs power by certain powerful interests. The whole notion of power
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is conveniently gìossed over in the marginalist literature by simply

assuming the existence of equality of opportunity and freedom of

competition. Conversely, economic power is fundamental to the tenets

of l¡larxian ldeologJ, the class struggle arising out of the

contradictions inherent to capital i sm as a stage of hi storical

development, r

After its pubtication, Hobson modlfied his overly determinist

interpretation of Imperiaìism, admitting that he had 'not yet gathered

into clear perspective the nature of interaction between economics,

politics and ethics, needed for anyone who might wish to claim the title

of sociologist". (Hobson 1938,63) Nonetheless, his examination of

Imperialism at the turn of the century brought to attention certain

critical issues of domestic and foreign policy facing Britain at this

time.
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CHAPTER 7

UNDERCOI{SUI,IPTION ATID THE TRADE CYCLE

Hobson i s wel I -known for hi s theory of underconsumpti on as the

underly'ing cause of bus'iness cycl esi H.B. Davi s considers Hobson's

theory of underconsumption as one of his most valuable contributions to

the history of economic thought. "It is not the only underconsumption

theory but it i s certa'in'ly one of the best. Hobson ma'intai ned hi s

pos'ition stout'ly and almost alone. Then, in the 1930's,

underconsumption sudden'ly became fashionable." (Davis 1957, ?97)

This chapter reviews and analyzes Hobson's theory of underconsumption as

the cause of depressions in trade. The early econom'ists did not concern

themselves overwhelmingìy with business cycìes because they felt that

these fluctuat'ions were of a temporary order which would, over time,

automat i ca'l 'ly correct themsel ves. Thi s genera'l adherence to Say's Law

continued on to the present century, with very few dissenters. Paul

Homa n notes that even i n the ni neti es, "econom'ists were ì argely

concerned, so far as they vJere not quarrelling over'concepts'with

establishìng the ìaws of the'nonmal'action of the competitive system."

(Homan 1928, 339)

Periodic depressions'in tnade were a famiìiar characteristic of

Capìtalìsm which, in Hobson's view, resulted from a maldistrjbution of

consum'ing power. He argued that certain individuals, by virtue of their
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economic power, were able to extract from the bargaining process a

tsurplus' element of rent. This'surplus' was then automatically

converted into savings which, when subsequently invested, caused an

excessive amount of capital to be created for which there was no

effective demand.

The fallacy involved in the supposition that over-supply is
impossible consists in assuming that the power to consume
and the desire to consume necessarily coexist in the same
person. (Hobson 1906, 289)

There have been certain economic t,heorists in the past who have sought

to determine some sort of expìanation for the periodic fluctuations in

output and employment which they observed. Up to the 1800's, most

business cycle theorists focused on the agricultural sector, attributing

fluctuations in the generaì level of output and prices to the vagaries

in crop level s. (Fritz 1934, 10) Considering the preponderance of

agriculture over the whoìe economy, such a diagnosis was probabìy qrìt.

accurate.

0nce the effects of induStrialization had spread, economists claimed

that bus'iness cycles originated in the production process itself. In

1820, l,lalthus chaìlenged the view that supply automatically creates its

own demand, arguing that over-production was possible and did, in fact,

occur regularly. l4althus argued that the capitalist class did not

maintain an adequate level of consumption. Their preoccupation with

reinvestment created a glut of consumer goods. It was necessary to

redistribute income to the landlord class, for this group would
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stimuìate demand without increasing output. It was futile to increase

labour's share, for t4althus argued that wages would automaticalìy tend

towards subsistence.

Sismondi (in 1819) observed that there t{as a tendency towards

overproduction under capitalism, and he also attributed the direct cause

of the crisis to a glut of the market. (Fritz 1934' 47) l'larx would

later expound on this argument, showing in a systematic way.how the

expropriation of the surplus under capitalism would invariabìy lead to

periodic depressions in trade. There was a tendency for profits to fall

over time because of the tendency to increase output per worker without

increasing ìabour's share of the output.

Hobson saw this excessive output as a result of ineffectual demand. Like

Malthus, he argued that the capital ist cl ass di d not mai nta'in an

adequate leveì of consumption, causing a 'gìut'of consumer goods to

accumulate. However, unlike Malthus, Hobson pressed for a

redistribution in favour of workers who he felt had not been given a

fair share.of the product.. He reiected "The Iron Law of l'lages" and saw

an increase in labour's share as a viable solution to the problem of

ine.ffectual demand.. Unlike Sismondi and l'larx, Hobson denied any

tendencies for profits to faìl over time. An increase in labour's share

would provide the necessary expanded market for the output of British

i ndustry.
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,'The root eviI of depressed trade is underconsumption". (Hobson 1906,

ZBg) In order to avoid depressions, it was necessary to increase the

aggregate level of consumption. Hobson argued that a redistribution of

income from the rentier class to the workers would increase the average

level of consumption, for it was well known that workers spent a larger

proportion of their earnings than the wéaìthy.

Hobson complained that too much of economic theory was centred around

the accumulation of wealth and that not enough attention was given to

consumption. (Hobson 1902, 26) Trad'itionally, economists assumed that a

'weaìthy class was necessary because of its greater capac'ity to save'

since it was assumed that th'is would increase the volume of investment

and would thereby stimulate economic growth. Hobson was in complete

disagreement with these economists, and argued instead that the real

threat to economic stabil'ity ìay in the tendency towards over-saving.

There vJas an evolut'ion of Hobson's underconsumption theory accordi ng to

l,l.H. Richmond. In Richmond's view, his emphasis on the undue exercise

of thrift as the underìying.cause of trade depressions shifted to an

emphasis on distribution itself as the root of the problem. (Richmond

1978,285) In The Phvsiolo of Industrv (1889), Hobson and MummerY

urarn against the dangers of over-saving, arguing that excessive. savings

reduces consumption and results in overproduction. (Hobson [1889] 1956'

v) In The Social Problem (1902) Hobson again stresses the need to

maintain an adequate level of consumption and argues for the need to

restore the surplus to workers in order to increase consumption. (Hobson

1902, 253) Evidently, Hobson sees the relationship between 'income and
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savings, and feels that a redistribution of income would increase the

aggregate level of demand. Hobson recognized that a redistribution of

the 'surplus'to workers would raise the volume of consumption and would

thereby stimulate an increase fn the level of production and emplo¡rment.

(Hobson 1902, 253)

Keynes also argued that a redistribution of lncome in favour of workers

would increase the average propensity to consume from the point of view

of the community as a whole. (Keynes 1936, ?62) There have been

wrilers, however, who have argued that the effect of changes in income

on changes in expenditure cannot be determined by cross-sectional data

alone, but that such an inquiry also demands time series data, for they

feel that patterns of consumption vary significantly over time.

Consumption variations over a cross section do not folìow
entireìy from incorne variation. To some extent they are a

matter of taste and personality. To some extent they are a

function of social position. To some extent the income
variation itself reflects the same tastes, as does the
variation in liquid assets position, debt and so on. (Suits
1963,52)

This relationship between'income and consumer expenditure would become

the focai point of economic study followlng the iubìication of Keynes'

General Theory. Thou gh.there has been nr¡ch debate ln recent years over

the relative impact of changes in lncome on patterns of consumption,

cross-såctional budget studies have vlrtualty confirmed that higher

income individuals tend, on the average' to save a higher percentage of

thei r incomes.
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In an article written ln Economica during the depression, Hobson argues

that industrial depression is due to the excessive savings of the rich.

E.F. Durbin ctaims that this must be false since lf savings increased,

then there must be a fall ln consumption. Since this is not the case,

he argues that there ls a need to cutback on consumptlon until the

lowered rate of interest stimulates,an increase in producer goods.

(Hobson 1933, 415) Hobson then refutes this, Polnting out that the

immediate result of a decrease in wages would be a further reduction of

consumption goods. "14r. Durbin appears to conCeive the desirable

equilibrium in terms of the production of consumption goods.and of

capital goods, whereas the equilibrium I deern desirable is that between

productivity and consumption (effective demand for commodities).

(Hobson 1933, 426)

¡)

The cìassicaì economists had assumed an equaìity between aggregate

supply and aggregate demand which was not justified. Hobson noted that

the poor, while having the desire to increase their consumption lacked

the means, wtìile the wealthy, who were the recipients of a 'surplus'

income by virtue of their economic status had no intentions of

increasing their consumption and furthermore' converted aìmost the whole

of thii"surplu¡ intg savings. This caused ari lmbalance to develop

between the aggregate suppìy of goods and the aggregate demand for the

output of industrY.
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Hobson's theory of over-saving was received with much reservation, for

economi sts had aìways assumed that the market rate of lnterest wou'ld

bring the leveì of savings and lnvestment into equilibrium. Keynes

woul d I ater expl ai n how lmbalances between âggregate demand and

aggregate supply could be traced to lmbalances ln the lnvestment demand

schedule. 0f course slnce Keynes, there have been nuîìerous theories of

the buslness cycle whlch offer dlfferent explanations for the

disequlllbrium between saviîgs rnd lnvestment. Some, ln the tradition

of llicksell, show how an lnltial shock to the system riìl trigger a

process of cumulative depression or recovery. (Fritz 1934, 215)

Kaldor, in an interesting exposition, shows the necessary and sufficient

conditions under nhich the savings and investment functions generate

cyclical movements which never come to a rest. (Fritz 1934,314) Harrod

argues that while savings are a function of the leveì of income,

investment is a function of the increase in lncome, a situation which

creates an inherently unstable system. (Fritz 1934' 215)

E.J. Coppack appreciates the audacious quality of Hobsonrs theories and

notes that "Hobson's lntuition seems to have led him torards the concept

of dynamic equillbrium whlch Harrod and Domar_ have developed and

anal.yzed. " (Coppack 1953, 1l) Harrod attempted to prove that there i,as

a noving equillbrium level of output where savings was equal to ptanned

I nvestme-nt.

Harrod takes the savings-income ratio as-given and uith the
narginal capitaì-output-ratlo, deduces a rwarranted rate of
groitn' which he compares with the 'natural rate of growth'
õf inconre needed to mai ntai n conti nuous ful ì -empl oyment.
Hobson took the latter rate of growth as datum, and, using a

capitaì-consumption ratio-r _deduced a warranted rate of
õróitï ofinéo*é. (Coppack 19s3' ll)
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Joan Robinson, in her review of Harrod's "Dynamic Theory of the Trade

Cycle" recognizes what she terms the 'Hobsonesque' situation where the

growth in effective demand is not sufficient to maintain the growing

volume of capital at a profitable rate. She criticizes Harrod in this

exposition for failing to discuss the effects of distribution on the

marginal propensity to save. In her ctitique of Harrod, Robinson puts

forth many of the arguments developed earlier by Hobson.

First of all, the effect of distribution of income and of
wealth upon thriftiness has been omitted from the argument.
It can Ue pìausibly argued that the phenomen_orl of excessive
thriftiness is a próduci of excessive inequaìity' and that
measures to correct inequality, which may be advocated on

their o|{n political or humanitarian merits, would, as a

by-product, permanently reverse the Plsition and make

¿eti'cient thriftiness the normal rule. There seems very
little point in discussing artificial measures for absorbing
excessive savings untit this great question has been argued
out. (Robinson [1949] f953, 247)

In examining Hobson's theory of the trade cycìe, Coppaçk argues th¿t

,'Although his argument lacks rigour it will be admitted that Hobson gets

at the heart of the problem of equiìibrium, viz., that the deflationary

excess savings are eliminated by the contraction in the level of income

which:l:t tnduce." (Coppack 1953,7) This is a_misrepresentation of

his works, howeverr. for while Hobson iS aware' aS Coppack notes, that

,'conservatism in the arts of consumption" causes changes in consumption

to lag behind changes in income, he does not regard the problem of

excessive savings and the depressions in trade which they cause as

self-restoring. Rather, he argued for government intervention during

periods of depressed trade in order to stimulate an increase in demand

and raise the level of aggregate consumption.
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H.B. Davis identifies three stages in the development of Hobson's trade

cycìe theory. The first was a theory of oversaving which emphasized the

voluntary nature of savings. The second, develope d ln The Evolution of

i{odern Capi tal i sm (1906), stressed underconsumption as the root cause of

trade depression, according to Davis. The third and final theory which

Davis ldentifies was put forth by Hobson in The Industrial Svstem (1909)

wherein oversaving "becomes a necessary lmplIcation of capltalism."

(Davis 1957, 296) Contrary to what Davis believes, Hobson viewed

oversaving and underconsumption as two sides of the same coin. He

repeatedly uses the terms interchangeably for he felt that the real

probìem lay in the distribution of the surpìus. Distribution was such

that those who received this surplus did not increase their consumption

by enough to exhaust the output of industry. Thus, from the point of

vigti of the community, the "oYersaving" of one group was considered to

be at the expense of the "underconsumption" of another group.

In his examination, Hobson stresses the necessity of maintaining an

adequate level of consumption demand, recognizing the tendency for

'gluts' of goods to accumulate in the marketplace. In The Physioìoqv of

Industr v^ Hobson distingui'shes between savings considered as abstention

from productigî, a¡9 savings which uere productiveìy invested' but yet

Cole remarks, that it was unfortunate he did not develop this idea more

careful ly.

It was a real misfortune that Hobson' ln his subsequent
writings, failed to stress, or even to cl-early state [the
distinttion between the mere abstention from consuming and

the fruitful 'investment of the sums thus reserved from the
market for consumer goodsl: for this failure was largely
the cause of the pers i stent mi sunderstandi n9 of h i s

essential ideas. (Cote 1940, 356)
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CHAPTER 8

C0NSUI{PTIOI|: C0l,lPARIS0ll I{ITH KEYiIES

Upo.n a closer examination of his works, it becomes evident that the

heretical writing career of J.A. Hobson had a profound impact on one of

this century's most prominent writers, John lilaynard Keynes. Keynes,

like Hobson, felt that classicaì theory could not accurately describe

the existing economic reality.

The classical theorists resemble Euclidean geometers in a

non-Euclidean world who, in discovering that in experience
straight lines apparently paraìlel often meet, rebuke the
lines for not keep'ing straight. (Keynes 1936, 16)

There were numerous economic phenomena taking place for which no

explanation was avai I abl e. These occurrences were not mereìy

unaccounted for in the avai lable literature, but rather classièal

economic theory denied the very possibiìity of thei.r existence. Keynes

later redressed many of the controversial issues introduced by Hobson,

including his rejection o.f Say's Law, his concern with involuntary

unempl oyment, hi s emptrasi s on mai ntai ni ng- an adequate level of

consumption demand, his critique of contemporary financial institutions

and his promotion of government intervention for the purpose of

stabilizing the economy. The treatment of these issues by Hobson and

later by Keynes will be examined more closely in this chapter.
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One of the basic tenets of classical theory rebuked by Hobson and later

by Keynes was the notion that supply creates its o.ln demand. Such a

view, expounded by J.B. Say, Ricardo, and later by J.S. I'li I I I aid the

foundations for economic theory and marked the parameters which would

confine its developnent for over a hundred yau.r.'

Hhat constitutes the means of payment for commodities is
sfmply commodities. Each person's means of paying for the
production of other people consist of those which he himself
possesses. All sellers are inevitably, and ex vi termini,
buyers. Could we suddenìy double the productive powers of
the country, r',e shoul d double the supply of commodi ti es i n
every market, but we should, by the same stroke' doubìe the
purchasing power. Everybody would bring a double demand as
well as suppìy: everybody would be able to buy twice as
much beeause everyone would have twice as much to offer in
exchange. (Mill 1903, 379)

The claim that supply creates its own demand was fundemental to

classical theory, for it meant that there was sorrìe regulating element in

the economic system keeping the two separate forces in equilibrium and

at the same time ensuring full employment in the labour market. Hobson

recognized the fa'lsehood of Say's Law, for experience revealed that

periodic "gìuts" were possible and i n f act, occurred reguì ar'ly.

0rthodox theory was incorrect in assuming that the market rate of

interest would serve as a monitor, simultaneously bringing investment

demand and savings into equality.

The claim that supply creates its ovn demand conveniently ensured that

product markets wou'ld clear automatically and that employment would be

limited to frictional or voluntary unemployment. Keynes and Hobson saw
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unemployment as a ramification of ineffectual demand, both viewing

involuntary unemployment as one of the gravest dangers of the market

system of exchange. The classical economists argued that in the

long-run, market forces wouìd bring the supply of labour into

equ.ilibrium with the demand for ìabour. The waste which was incurred in

the interim, not to mention the loss of human dignity and the high

ìeveì of frustration associated with being involuntarily unemployed were

thought to be intolerable by Hobson and later by Keynes.

The loss of employment may be only 'temporary' but as the
life of a working man is a'lso temporary, such a loss may, as
a disturbing factor in the working life, have a considerable
importance. (Hobson 1906, 328)

Hobson saw the need for alleviating invoìuntary unemp'loyment directìy

through measures aimed at increasing aggregate demand. The natural

adjustment of market forces occurred too slowìy for Hobson. Keynes too,

redirected the focus of his attentions to the short-run, pointing out

that "In the long-run we are alI dead". The danger that the economy

might settle at less than the full-employment level of output furthen

attested to the need fo¡: immediate attention to labour market

f I uctuat'ions.

"Unempìoyment is the largest and most palpable waste". (Hobson 1902,8)

Hobson was concerned that during periods of depressed trade, large

segments of the population were left unernployed against their will. In

addition to causing immeasurable hardships for these individuals,

i nvol untary unempì oyment i nvol ved substantial reductions to national
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output. These i ndi vi dual s were the vi ctims of certai n soci al and

industrial disorders which were beyond their immed'iate control. "Social

and industrial disorders which degrade the character of any class of

human beings, cannot be offset by any increase in the mass of material

wealth." (Hobson 1902, I)

gne on the main goals of Keynes'work was to prove systematically that

involuntary unemployment was possible under capitalism. In order to do

so, he made a small but highìy significant alteration to the existing

theory, arguing that within a certain range, workers responded to the

money wage rather t,han the real wage. (Keynes 1936' 8)

Men are involuntariìy unemployed if , in the _event of a small
ille-iñ tne price õf wagä goods relatively to the money

vrage, both the aggregate suppìy of labour willing t_o work

foñ Ufre current moneÍ-wãge and the aggregate demand for it
at that wage would be greater than the exjst'in9 volume of
empl oyment,. 

- 
(KeYnes 1936, 15)

Keynes argued that it was feasible that equilibrium be reached at less

than full-employment. In making the supply of labour contingent on the

I evel of demand, Keynes was once agaÍ n in accord with Hobson's

contention that it was the level of demand which ultimately determined

the'level of production. Keynes argued that it was the fluctuating

nature of investment demand that caused instability in the labour

market.
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Hobson and Keynes sarr the problem of ineffectua'l demand as a result of

institutional factors capable of being remedied through government

intervention. But while Keynes argued that because of the power of

unions, wages were rigid downwards, Hobson claimed that due to workers'

lack of power, r{ages tended towards subsistence. The two different

interpretations of the same occurence. reflects, in part' the change in

the relative power of workers from the end of the 1800's to the middle

of the 1900's.

In all of his works, Hobson emphasized the impontance of consumption in

the overalì functioning of the economic system. Too much of economic

theory dealt with production, or the supply of goods, since it was

argued that all of the output produced would eventually find a

prospective consumer. Hobson argued, conversely that thene uJas no

guarantee that product markets would clear but rather he attributed

peri ods of economi c depressi on di rectly to a lack of sufficient

aggregate demand. Maintaining the appropriate level of aggregate

consumption was centraì to the prevention of trade depressions and

wi despread unempì oyment.

lle are thus brought to the conclusion that the basis on
which all economic teaching since Adam Smith has stood,
viz. that the qua.ntity annually produced is determined by
the Aggregates of Natural Agents, Capital, and Labour
available is erroneous, and that, on the contrary, the
quantity produced, while it can never exceed the limits
imposed by these aggregates, may be and actually is reduced
far below this maximum by the check that undue saving and
the consequent accumulation of over-saving exerts on
producti on; i e. that i n the normal state of mode rn
i ndustri al communities, Consumption limits Production and
not production consumption. (Hobson and Mummery 1889, vi)
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Keynes would ìater redirect the focus of his attentions to consumption

and its critical role in promoting and maintaining economic stability.

He adopted Hobson's heretical view, claiming too that "consumption is

the sole end and object of all economic activity." (Keynes 1936,104)

He.recognized the decisive role of consumption in affecting the level of

empl oyment and output.

The propensity to consume and the rate of new investment
determine between them the voìume of employment and the
volume of empìoyment is uniquely related to a given level of
real wages- not the other way around. (Keynes 1936, 30)

Hobson was at{are that the interest rate was an inadequate regulator of

economic activities. Its apparent role in affecting both savings and

investments was not decisive, for Hobson recognized that the

responsiveness of both individuals and businessmen to changes in the

rate of interest varied significantìy depending on a number of factors.

The sensitivity to price changes ì{as different between the rich and the

poor. (Hobson 1929a, ?92) Also, changes in the rate of interest might

cause some to save more while others, who now felt that they could

accumulate.the same amount with less effort might decide to save less.

(Hobson "l929a , ?gl)

o a ìarge extent, finance constitutes a sort of centraì
ower station for the distribution of capital and labour.ut its grasp is very partial and its methods are not very
ccurately adjusted to supply the general needs of industry.
Hobson 1911,251)

T
p
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Hobson claìmed that there was no guarantee that the amount saved would

be equal to the amount of money demanded by investors. He recogn'ized

that the interest rate was not a reliable regulator of the money market

for a number of reasons. First of all, the rewards of saving were

uncertain because interest payments vúere generally made in installments

over a long period of time during which changes in the purchasing polrer

of money might raise or lower the real reward of saving. Secondly, the

regulatory impact of the interest rate in affecting investment decisions

was limited because of the diverse sources of the supply of capital.

For instance, Hobson notes that the government, a major source of

investment funds, u,as able to raise considerable.amounts of capital

through taxation regardìess of the market rate of interest. (Hobson

1929, 29ll Thus, contrary to economic theory, Hobson maintained that

the interest rate vJas not a reliable stabilizer of money market

transactjons and that in addition, its role in affecting investment

decisions vJas not decisive.

Investment inevitably di.rects the economy on its path of expansion.

Yet, the..requisite expenditures on long-term inYestment projects in

vital areas of the economy was not being undertaken by private

inveStors. HObson, and later Keynes, had a severe mistrust of

financiers and both saw the need for public investment to compensate for

weaknesses in the private sector. Hobson was allare that the negative

effects of thi s instabi I i ty of pri vate investment reverberated

throughout the economy, eausing major displacements of capital and

I abou r.
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Hobson was wary of the dangenous'ly high degree of economic and polìticaì

power weilded by such financial magnates as Harriman, Vanderbiìt,

Rockef el'len and Morgan i n Ameri ca and Ceci I Rhodes i n Bri ta'i n.

Nowhere in the world has there ever existed so concentrated
a form of capitalism as that represented by the financial
power of mining houses in South Africa, and nowhere else
does this por{er so completely reaìize and enforce the need
for cont roì I i ng pol i t i cs. (Hobson 1906 , 267 )

For these corporate giants, short-term economic losses were frequently

corlceded i n order to el imi nate potential or actual competition.

Standard Oil of New Jersey had been accused of such practices and many

feared that the growing dominion of these large multinational

corporations signaìled the decline of the small competitive firm. The

tendency for these powerful monopolists to water down stocks and

manipulate money markets reaffirmed the need for stiff regulatory

measures designed to pnevent such monopoly coercion. (Hobson 1906, 246)

Keynes rnaintained the critical role of investment demand and he too vlas

skeptical of leaving this vital activity to the discrepencies of prìvate

fi nanci ers.

Thene i s no cl ea r evi dence from experi ence that the
investment policy which is socjalìy advantageous coincides
w'ith that which is most profitable. (Keynes 1936, 157)
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Keynes was concerned not only with the level of investment but with its
composition as well. He observed that the investment houses rarely

invested in long-term income-earning assets but rather he found that

these financiers sought to earn quick returns through capitaì

appreciation, dangerously reducing the stability of the economic system.

(Keynes 1936, 157) Keynes criticized these financiers whom he tikened

to'gamblers'or'players in a game of old maid', because of their

'bugger thy nei ghbor attitude'. (Keynes 1936, 160) l,laì I street was not

an entity engaged in directing investments into the highest yieìding

areas but conversely these financiers prefered high risk, short-term

gains due to sudden price increases or changes in the exchange rate or

the like.

The measure of success attained by l,lal I Street, regarded as
an institution of which the proper social purpoie is todirect new investment into the most profitabre ðhannels in
terms of futune yieìd, cannot be claimed as one of the most
9!-t_statqing triumphs of laissez-faire capitalism. (Keynes
1936,151)

The terms of credit had a profound impact on the level and direction of

investment activity. In The Industriaì System, Hobson explains the

increasing ease with whi'ch firms could borrow against their expected

future'édrningq and points out that this practice tends to increase the

instabiìity of the system.

The valuation of such property is essentially precarious and
lends itself to the creation of excessive spêcirtative values
i.e. _to. overcapitalizatiorì.... That the monetary system
shoul d becorrre more and more dependent upon the vå t uãs of
these intangible assets is one of the gravest dangers of our
times, illustrated most dramaticaìly in the recent American
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crisis, due primarily
col'lateral securities
(Hobson 1909, 258)

to a rapid shrinkage i n the va'lue of
based on over-estimated earnj ng povrer.

The foundations of the economic system rested largeìy upon its financia'l

institutions. The rate of new investment was fundemental to the

economic system, affecting both its rate of growth and lts direction of

expansion. Yet Hobson found that the speculative bias exhibited by

Britain's investment houses and the sporadic investment decisjons of

large multinational corporations compromised the goals of stability and

growth. In order to maintain the healthy operation of Britain's

economy, it was critical to secure a high degree of confidence in her

financi al institutions.

Hobson felt that confidence in the banking system would increase if the

government assumed a more direct role in finance. In his view, the

insecurity of the present financial system lras largeìy due to the

iììog'icaì d'ivision between the governrrent and profit-making companies.

It is confidence in the government, not in gold, which is
cìearly the support of this issue. (Hobson 1909, 258)

The goyernment had a tremendous ability to extol funds through taxation.

This practtcai ly "i imitless" access to funds woul d provi de ampì e

security to individuals and would both steady and improve the character

of finance. By assuming a more active role in finance, the goyernment

would also have greater leverage over the tempo and direction of

economi c devel opment..
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Keynes admired Hobson's defiant chal lenge to orthodox theory. l,lhile

Keynes lauds much of the works presented by Hobson, he criticizes hjm

for failing to include an independent theory of the rate of interest.
(Keynes 1936, 167) In a fairly indepth analylis of Hobson,s theory of

unemployment, D.J. coppack calls Keynes'criticism of Hobson

unjustified, for he feeìs that Hobson did in fact have a clear
understanding of the relationship between savings, investment and

i ncome.

The origin of unwarranted criticism is doubtless to be foundin their different approaches ts the probìem" Hobson
analyzed the problem of unemployment directly in terms of
the dynamic-aspects of growth in a progressive economy.
Keynes' analysi s was primari ly static 1n character, t-he
static-concepts being used to provide a sketch of the cycle.
Possibìy, as a result of this static approach, he overróoked
in his criticism of Hobson the feature he had noted himself,
viz., that the cause of inadequate demand for new investmenú
in depressions Tql-grounded in the events of the previous
boom. (Coppack 1953, 21)

In this exposition, Coppack follows the development of Hobson's theory

of the business cycle and is led to the concìusion that Hobson was in

fact, "well aware that alì.acts which the individual regards as'saving,

do not.n.ecessarily result in capital formation.i' {coppack 1953, 3) This

conclusion is not generally true, however, for in most of his works,

Hobson assumes that it wás the'surplus'element of income which caused

imbalances to develop between the desirable level of savings and

investment and the level of consumption associated with a certain leve'l

of income" He postulated a direct correlation between efforts and

rewards and argued that because the acquisition of the surpìus required
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no effort but was aìlotted on the basis of economic povrer, that the

disposal of this surplus did not conform to the ordinary laws of demand

and supply, but rather that this surplus rras automaticaììy converted

into savings and subsequentìy invested.

Hobson argued that there was a tendency towards over investment which

was not brought into check by the interest rate. He recognized that the

factors motivating individuals to save or invest were different and that

these forces were not always brought into equilibrium. Yet despite all

this, Hobson did not concentrate on the investment savings schedule,

for in his view, the real source of instability between aggregate

demand and aggregate supply derived from a maldistribution of consuming

power within society. In his examination of savings, he writes:

It signifies not onìy abstention from consumption but
appìication as a means of further production. If the whole
of this surplus can be saved, it must be necessary to show
that it can be used to produce other things which are
wanted. (Hobson and Mummery 1889, 47')

In commenting on the conclusions reached by Hobson and I'lummery in The

Physi qljJy of Industry, Hutchison notes that "the ambiguities in the'ir

ana.lysis of saving and investment led them back to statements

dangerously compatible wlth the usual interpretations of the proposition

known as Say's Law... lilummery and Hobson's over-saving theory is real'ly

an over-investment theory, or a theory of the investment of excessive

saving." (Hutchison 1953, 120)
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it was Keynes who would later examine more closely the relationship

between investment and savings, showing how imbalances between the level

of investment and the level of savings triggered either a stockpil.ing

or a depletion of inventories, and further demonstrating how these

fìuctuations in investment demand either stimulated or retarded the

general level of economic activity.

In The General Theor.y of Employment. Interest and I'lon ey , Keynes

developes a theory of interest in which the demand for money becomes a

demand for liquidity preference. Individuals, he argued, had different
reasoRs for holding cash balances, whether it be to facilitate business

transactions or capitalize on unforseen opportunities. Keynes aìso

identified the speculative motive for ho]ding money, ie. "The object of

knowing better than the market what the future will bring forth."
(Keynes 1936,170)

Ml=transactions and precautionary motives

M2=speculati ve moti ve

I'l = Ml + t42 = Ll(Y) + L2(r)

llhere:

Ll is a tiquidity preference corresponding to income Y which determines

I'l 1

and

L2 is the liquidity function of the rate of interest which determines

142.
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It was the speculative demand for money which is sensitive to the rate

of interest which distinguishes Keynes' theory from orthodox theory.

Psychological factors such as uncertainty about the future affected the

demand for cash balances and under certain circumstances' limited the

effective control of the interest rate. It was possible for the rate of

interest to fall so low that everyone would prefer liquidity. "In this

event, monetary policy would have lost effective control over the rate

of interest." (Keynes 1936, 207)

ïhe elaborate price theory developed by Keynes had important poìicy

implications, for by making the demand for money more sensitive to the

rate of interest, Keynes changed the shape of the IS and LM curves,

thereby increasing the relative effectiveness of fiscal over monetary

policy. The LM curve became more elastic as the demand for money was

assumed to be sensitive to the interest rate and the IS curve became

more inelastic as Keynes maintained that investment decisions were a

function of expectations and responded less directly to changes in the

rate of interest than was assumed by the classical economists.

Keynes incl.uded in his analysis an independent theory of the investment

in whi.ch. the role of expectations became crit-ical. His experiences

revealed that ttre interest rate, while no doubt an element affecting

investments, was not the only factor affecting these choices. He felt
that uncertainty about the future had a profound impact on an

individual's decison whether or not to undertake certain investment

projects. llhile the exactitude of this impact could not be quantified,

it convenient,ly reduced the decisive role of the interest rate in

di recti ng i nvestrpnt demand.
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Both Hobson and Keynes quest i oned the short-run sel f -a di u st i ng

capabilities of the market during periods of ineffectual demand. Hobson

was concerned that fatling prices caused cutbacks in consumption and

employment which often led to proìonged periods of depressed trade.

Hobson argued that this predicament demanded some impetus to increase

consumption in order that the spiral of falling prices and falling

incomes be halted and the economy be brought back to full employment.

The government could stimulate an increase in demand by either

redistributing the'surplus'element of income to ¡rorkerS' or by

utilizing this surplus to increase its expenditure on what Hobson terrned

tsoci al goods '.

Thus every rise and faìl ln retaiì prices.wtll mean a

èó.i"1pìñAinó-rlse or fall in the money lncome of the
community. Ho-w, then, witl a general decline of retail
prices a1t as an effective stimulus to lncrease demand for
lommodities, when the aYerage income of consumers has fallen
correspondingty. (Hobson anð t{ummery [1889J 1956' 121)

In alt periods of underconsumption (ie. low prices and
depressed trade) taxation shouìd clearly be_ directed so as
to be the smallèst check on consumptioo..r A rational method
of taxation will aim at restricting the motive to save'
*tiile offering every encouragement to the'desire to spend.
(Hobson and t'lummery [1889] 1956' 203)

In addition to encouraging an increase in government spending, Hobson

proposed a tax on savings. In his later works, Hobson uould advocate the

extensive use of the progressive income tax ln order to finance

government expenditures because he felt it was the most vlsible and
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equitable form of taxation"

Throughout his career, Hobson was criticaì of the political opportunism

of governments who financed their public works through the manipulation

of noney markets. "Peopie feel more acuteìy the lnoney taken from them

in the fonn of income tax than the grealer loss due to rising prices."

(Hobson 1929, 40) It is often considered nore politically expedient to

increase the money supply rather than to levy a tax on any one group'

since it invoìves a less visible reduction in income.

Keynes proposed increasing the money supply as a short-run solution to

the problem of ineffectual demand. He argued that workers responded to

the money vrage rate while employers, being more sensitive to the

vagaries of the market, were responsive to the real wage rate. Should

the government require additional funds in order to undertake critical

expendi tures, there was the opti on of i ncreasi ng the money supp'ly'

Under conditi ons of I ess than ful t empl oyment, the i ncrease i n

consumption demand generated by the higher level of government spending

would stimulate an increase in the volume of employment. Labour would

usurp the cost of the Program, for while profits remained intact, the

rise ià tte prtge ìevel would have reduced the reäl ¡rage rate. It was

in this fashion that Keynes presented his short-run solutions for

increasing National Income and maintaining fult-emplo¡ment.

Keynes considered short-run fluctuations in the price ìevel as a

preferable alternative to unemp'loyment. Labour, he claimed' would be
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relatively apathetic towards any reduction in thei r share of the

product.

Since no trade union would dream of striking on every
occasion of a rise in the cost of living, they do not raise
the obstacle to any increase in aggregate employment which
is attributed to them by the classical school. (Keynes 1936,
ts)

It i s "somewhat i roni c. that whi I e Keynes stresses the rol e of

expectations in affecting both consumer expenditures and investment

demand, he ignores the negative long-run repercussions of these

short-run fluctuations in the price level. Hobson recognized that

increases in the price level often triggered a wave of inflationary

pressures which might accelerate and continue for a long period into the

future. For this reason he discouraged such practices, insisting that

"fìuctating prices for goods and securities cause instability." (Hobson

1929a, 40) Rather than advocating a policy which would reduce ìabour's

share, Hobson suggested taxing a¡{ay the surplus income received by

nonopolists and redistributing lt to the workers, thereby actua'lìy

increasing labour's share of the final product. This, he felt, would

perform the dual function óf raising the aggregate level of demand while

simultaneously rgmgv!ng the source of the instability. tJhite Keynes

offers an indirect solution to the problem of ineffectual demand, Hobson

proposed poìicies which dealt directly with the source of the economic

imbalan."r.

Perhaps one of the most fundamenta'l distinctions between the works of
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Hobson and those of Keynes is their part,icular disposition towards the

marginalist theory of wage and price determination. Keynes, in effect,

directs his criticisms at the classical economists, generally accepting

the tenets of microeconomic theory as put forth by,levons, l{aìras and

ilenger and later refined by lrlarshall. His method is highly anaìyticaì

and he provides a yery systematic refutation of classical economics.

Hobson, on the other hand, attacks conventional views on all fronts,

rejecting those aspects of both classical and neoclassical economics

which he felt were less than adequate representations of reality.

At the turn of the century, the marginalist interpretation of wages and

prices was gaining fast in popularity. Hobson was critical of these

writers for the blatant circularity of their arguments. "Prices

determine (causually) margins- margins do not determine prices." (Hobson

1909b, 99) It was impossibte to prove how considerations about the

margin actualìy affected decisions. "ltlargins, whether extens'ive.or

intensive, are derivative, not determinatiye." (Hobson 1909b,99)

Keynes was aware that the marginalist interpretation of wages and priced

s,as based-on circular lôgic, for in commenting on the works of a

contemporary, he. rqmarks that: 'He was not wrong in assuming that the

narginaì productivity theory was equalìy circular". (Keynes 1936,140)

Yet despite his awareness of this fact, Keynes buiìds the nhole of his

macro-añalysis on the foundations of marginalist microeconomic theory.

If the remumeration of workers is proportional to their
efficiency, the differences are dealt with by our having
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regarded individuals as contributing to the supply of labour
in proportion to their remuneration] (xeynes 1936' 140)

The abitity of Hobson to critically review classical economic theory and

his willingness to incorporate into his works new ideas rhich more

formidably described human experience were to have a maior lmpact on the

works of Keynes. It was his defiance of orthodoxy which prompted Keynes

to remark: ul,lr. Hobson has flung hinself with unflagging but almost

unavaiìing ardour and courage against the ranks of orthodoxy.' (Keynes

1936,365) There can be no doubt that the prolific and hereticaì career

of J.A. Hobson u,as a profound source of insight and inspiration for J.l,l.

Keynes, contributing to the eventual pubìication of his Genera'l Theory.
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CHAPTER 9

cRITIQUE 0F ÌtARcIilAtIS,il

The. t4anchesterian School, premissed on the Utilitarian principìes of

Bentham, had established quite a devout apostolate by the turn of the

twentieth century. This school adopted the use of highly abstract and

mechani cal logi c and devel oped theories which were subsequentìy

superimposed on Britain to describe exchange and justify prices at th'is

tiqe. Based on the assumptions of perfect mobility and perfect

knowledge, neoclassical theories maintained that the forces of supply

and demand would estab'lish the most hannonious equilibrium attainable.

Hobson was highly critical of this school of thought. Economics couìd

not be reduced to a mathematical tautoìogy, but rather it required an

understanding of the economic environment and the institutional factors

affecting human behavior. Hobson would expend a great deal of effort

during his career exposing the fallacies of t4arginalisn, particuìarìy in

his books The Social Problem ( 1e02 ) , The Economics of Distribution

( le04 ) , I'lork and l,lealth (Ie14) , and Veblen- Hodern Sociologists ( 1937 ).

This chapter reviews Hobson's maior critiques against the neoclassical

school, specifically against their unfounded assumptions about the

economic system, their neglect of distribution, their use of purely

inductive logic and their hedonic treatment of man. Contrary to their

cìaims, the l,largÍnalists had not succeeded in removing ethical

considerations from the study of economics, but rather had produced a
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rigorous support for the existing distribution of income. Hobson

himseìf pursued a more organic treatment of man in his activities as a

producer and consumer, stressing the effects of consumption, production

and distribution on the weìfare of the individual and on the welfare of

society at large.

The assumpti ons underlying I'larginal ist theories were found to be

unrealistic by Hobson. Far-removed from the economic environment of the

late 1800's, i{arginalism had carried the study of economics to the

pinnacle of abstraction.

Some writers in Political Economy construct a theory which
assumes this perfect fluidity (of prices) to exist, and then
make allowances for rfriction'or'exceptions'. But this,
as Ruskin po'inted out, is like starting the study of the
human body on the supposition that the human body is
perfectly elastic and after-wards making al ì owances for its
inelasticity. (Hobson 1911,168)

The assumption of perfect competition was not grounded in econom'ic

reality, for Hobson observed the growth and expansion of monopoly povrer

in certain key sectors of the economy. In addition, he denied any

f reedo.m. of competition between financi al ule:ual s, and asserted

frequently that labour was in an initiaìly disadvantaged position when

dealing with employers.

Hobson felt that the income of the cormunity should be distributed in a

more equitable manner, not onìy for moral reasons, but also to ensure a

more stable source of consumption demand. Differentiaì incomes were,
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however, useful for motivating certain workers and ensuring economic

efficiency. (Hobson 1929a, 232') Factors of production should be paid

what is necessary to induce them into the production process. Should

certain individuals refuse to work except for high wages, then they must

be paid accordinglJ, if their services are required.

I'la rgi na I i st economi sts devi sed a theory of di stri buti on whereby factors

of production are awarded the value of their margin product. Hobson

recognized the circularity of this argument and maintained that piece

wages do not establish the actual productivity of workers but only the

relative productivity between workers. (Hobson 1902, 159)

The chasm separati ng Hobson from the l.largi nal i sts was nowhere greater

than in questions of distribution. tlhile Hobson was dissatisfied with

the available literature on distribution, his own view on the subject

would evolve during his career.

Thus under classical economics, as fortified by the
marginalist doctrine, no rationaì account of distribution
can emerge. A reasonable, natural, and equitabìe
distribution is simply assumed. (Hobson 1904b, 52)

In 1891, Hobson reacted against Generaì Ualker's proposition that ìabour

was the residual claimant after the fixed charges to land and capital

were paid. (Hobson l89la, 263) This logic, he contested, was

completely fallacious since one could just as easily hoìd the payments

to labour and ìand fixed and make capital the residual claimant. An

aìternative theory of dist,ribution was necessary.
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Hobson's first article dealing with distribution appeared in the

Economic tlournal in 1891 and was entitled "The Law of Three Rents".

Using a variation of the Ricardian Theory of Rent, he claimed that the

no-rent margin for the use of labour was fixed at subsistence and the

no-rent margin for the use of capital was fixed at about 3s. Anything

earned above this level was analogous to the rent earned on land, ie. it
was a differential rent accruing to factors of superior quality.

(Hobson 1891a) This early version of distribution bears traces of

classicaì theory where the minimum level of wages is set at subsistence

and fìuctuat'ions in wage-rates are determined by the size of the capita'l

stock.

In this same issue of the Economic Journal, J.B. Clark put forth his ovrn

theory of distribution in which he, also using the Ricardian formuìa,

holds all factors of production but one constant, and by varying that

factor, attempts to measure its marginaì contribution.

Labour spent on the poorest land in cultivation earns uJages
only. This is the marginal worker, and the product of it
affords a standard from which may be measured the earnings
of similar labour expended elsewhere. (Clark l89la, 293)

Evidently, whereas Clark.treats labour as homogeneous, Hobson attributes

part of the differential in productivity to different grades of labour.

It was against this static analysis of distribution that Hobson would

wage his second attack on orthodoxy.
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To begin with, Hobson viewed production as an organic process and felt
that it u,as impossible to impute a separate productivity to the

different factors involved in the production process. In his article

"l4arginal Units in the Theory of Distribution" (1904), Hobson criticizes

Î*la rshal I 's exampl e of the ma rgi nal shepherd, recogn i zi ng that as rega rds

the decisions of employers:

If it better for him to employ the tenth shepherd, lt is
because by employing him, he will make a slightly bett,er use
of the other factors, and here, ex hypothes, lt is not
possible to discriminate how muchTfîñãfis added to the
total product can rightly be attributed to the specific
productivity of the tenth shepherd, and how much to the
better functioning of the other factors. (Hobson 1904d, 460)

His unwillingness to assign a separate productivity to the different

factors of production would bring Hobson into regular conflict with the

new Marginalist interpretation of distribution.

In The Industrial System (1909), Hobson again rejects Professor Clark's

theory as put forth in his book

argues that

The Di stri buti on of l,leal th. Hobson

If there.wefe a free elastic system of industry in which
production was merely a mechanical instead of an organic
cooperation, so that a separate product couìd be attributed
to each factor, then each factor would get what it made, no
doubt. But there is no such system. (Hobson 1909b, 114)

Hobson pointed to the presence of monopoly power and the disadvantaged

position of labour as evidence contradicting the assumptions which

underìie the Margina'list theory of distribution. Smith, writing in the
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late 1700's, was equally aware of the inconsistencies whjch pervaded the

market, system of exchange.

l{hat are cornmon wages of labour depends everywhere upon the
contract usually made between these two parties, whose
interests are by no means the same... lt is not difficult to
foresee which of these two parties must, upon all ordinary
occasions, have the advantage in the dispute, and force the
other into compliance with tñeir terms. Ïsmiitr [1775] 1880,
6e)

The marginalist interpretation, under the assumption of freedom of

contract, had concluded that all factors were paid the vaìue of their

marginal product. Th'is doctrine u,as, in Hobson's view, nothing more than

an unurarranted justification for the status quo.

His second attempt to formulate a cohesive theory of distribution

coi nci ded w'ith the publication of The Industrial System (1909). Herei n

Hobson hi ghì i ghts the fundamental di stinction between costs ?nd

surpluses, arguing that the costs of production consisted of payments

necessary for the maintenance of the existing stock of capitaì or for

the subsistence of the body of labourers.

By claiming thq e¡islence of a surplus, Hobson came into sharp confìict

with the marginalist economists who cìaimed instead that income was

exhausted in the payments made to the various factors of production.

Hobson's i dea of the surplus was not unl i ke that of l.la rx, but a s

Richmond notes, it was not based on some vague form of tyranny by

employers, but rather it arose on the basis of unequal bargaining power.

(Richmond L978, 287)
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So the concept of unproduct'ive surpìus remained central to
the Hobsonian theory, and lts distribution remained as a
keynote of social reform.

The surpìus could be divided into the productive surplus, or the cost of

growth, and the'unproductive surplus'which had no economic basis and

was merely taken by those with superior economic strength. It was

Hobson's aim to shov how government measures designed to distribute this

surplus more equitably would both ameliorate the lot of the labouring

classes and remove a grave source of economic instability. To this end,

Hobson attempts to formulate a unitary method for measuring productivity

and accords land, labour and capitaì each a certain number of "units of

productive potver". He then goes on to describe how payments are made to

the various factors, aìthough unfortunately the discussion digresses and

Hobson ends up contradicting many of his earlier statements about rent

as a purely unproductive payment. (Unrick 1909, 443)

0ve.r the years, Hobson made a number of separate attempts at a

comprehensive theory of distribution. Despite his own institutionalist
preference, he felt compelled to produce an alternative theory of

d'istribution from that proposed by either the.trlarginalist or l¡larxist

writers of his day.. Hobson was generally opposed to the static and

formal techniques employed by his contemporaries and Jet, he too

attempted to formulate his ideas into a comprehensive theory, no doubt

because of the general lack of enthusiasm for informal theories by his

orthodox contemporaries. In retrospect however, his o{n examination of

the bargaining process and his inquiry into the nature of monopoly power
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provided dynamic and realistic accounts of the determination of income

di stribution.

Hobson was deeply influenced by Ruskin who was highly critical of the

inductive work being put forth by his contemporaries. "Thus the root of

I'lr Ruskin's theory of art is its service to humanity through the

presentation of noble ideas. Technique is taken for granted as the

instrument of art, not its essence." (Hobson 1904b, 31) Hobson argued

that the nerv doctrine of l4arginalism was largeìy influenced by a desire

to appty mathematics to economics. (Hobson I19t4J 1968, l7Z)

Hobson criticized the use of purely inductive logic because too often

the result was based on a partial truth which, when magnified, produced

a wholly distorted image of reality. One could quite justifiably assume

that rational individuals would prefer more to less, particularly if one

holds true that individuals consider their own welfare in isolation.
Most individuaìs do not, however, judge their own welfare in isolation,

but amidst a multitude of others who are either directly or indirectty
affected by their actions. To assume that individuaìs would prefer^

indefinitely more given thai another would receive progressively less is

no longer a question of rational behavior but rather one of morals.

In dealing with any larger economic subject we have not that
thorough knowledge of -conditi ons, that por{er of isoìating
phenomena, ot, in general, that large and accurate record ofseries of facts, which are indispensibte to the just
application of inductive method. It ls for this reason Lhat
the most valuable and, rightly speaking, the practicaì work
in economics has been conducted on what logicians term the
'dedu et i ve method'- experi ence bei ng used to veri fy or
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confute the concluslons derived from the appticatlon of
I !I_g. -an-{ unl versal ly recogni zed premi sses. 

'(itobson 
IlBB9]

1956, t66)

Inductive reasoning aìone had severe shortcomings. Phenomena for yhich

no _explanatlon tras aval lable were occurrlng and reoccurrlng. The

Classical School denied the posslblllty of excess supply or lnvoluntary

unemployment. They maintained that there ras a natural tendency for
supply to equal demand at ful I empì oyment and that the economy ïas

aìways at or moving itself towards this point of equilibrium. This

utopia did not conform accurately with the experiences of a large

percentage of the population. There was a large body of unemployed

workers who woul d accept I ow wages u,ere a job avai I able. An

over-accumulation of capital goods triggered periodic trade depressions

which were often long and painful. Purely inductive reasoning had

severed the necessary bond between theory and reality by denying the

possibility of what was clearly observable.

Hobson was skepti caì of the purely hedoni sti c approach of the
l'lanchesterian School . The mathematical treatment of utility assumed

faìsely that all preference was quantitative or that where differences

ln quality existed, they could uìtimately be reduced to differences in

quantity. (Hobson 1902; 7l) These writers also maintained that no

interpersonal comparisons of utiìity were justified as this'would
involve making value judgenrents, a process which had no pìace in the

study of economics.
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The treatment of society as the mere sum of its constituent members was

ìess than adequate. Hobson observed that individuals behaved quite

differentìy in a group than they did alone, and that, in fact, every

individual had a definite sense of this collective identity. In his

opi.nion, it seemed that lndividuals sought their own identity within a

group. Individuals displayed this collective spirit as producers in

their place of work and also as consumers in their exhibitions of tastes

and preferences. "Thus what was required, in Hobson's view, was a

social science or a theory of social conduct which bore a direct
relation to human welfare, a requirement not being fulfiìled by economic

science.' (Richmond 1978, 291)

The Util itarians and Benthamites, in their narrowly hedonistic

presentation of man, had made individual welfare synonymous with social

welfare by defining social welfare as the sum of individuaì welfares.

This logic was unjustified, however, since Hobson argued that

individuaìs pursuing their selfish goals cannot derive any meaningful

utility frorn the fact that they are thereby achieving for themselves the

highest degree of sociaì hannony attainable. Utility is a state of mind,

and it is vital that individuals be conscious of pursuing this social

goal if they are to derive any sense of pleasure from its realization.

Pleasure (or desire for pleasure) is not itself a primary
factor of consciousness... Pleasure is the feeìing
concomitant of certain states or modes of actiyity...
Pleasure, in other words, results from the attainment of
some already existent end of action; it ls not an end in
itself. (Hobson 1937, ff 50)
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The pureìy quantitative character of Marginalist economjcs prohibited a

satisfactory theory of human welfare. The assumption that "more is

better" was far too narræl a definition, for it only recognized final
consumption as a determinant of utility.

This means that more wealth per head is presumed to carry
more total satisfaction, irrespective of the methods of
production or the distribution of its toil on the one hand,
the nature of the wealth, its distribution and the uses of
it,s consumption on the other hand. (Hobson 1926, 101)

Hobson felt that the disutiìity of producing certain goods affected the

general wel fare of the communi ty, f or he was strong]y opposed to any

labour that had a dangerous or demoralizing effect on workers. He

perceived that the improved character of consumption would eventualìy

reduce the amount of routine jobs, and permit a more differentiated

production process, for like Veblen, he appreciated how workmanship and

the pursuit of excellence affected human welfare.

The fact that man is a social animal has also important
bearing upon his instinct of workmanship. For even when man
is doing his own work in his own u,ay, his consciousness of
the product as an end or object, carries some socialfeeling. (Hobson 1937, l92l

Hobson observed that'purely pecuniary rewards were not the sole

motivating force for various classes of workers, but rather that often

artists undertook to produce pureìy for the sake of art, phiìanthropists

were motivated by a. sense of social responsibility, and that often

politicians were spurred by a lust for power. (Hobson 1929a,244) Most

individuals t{ere somewhere in between, being motivated by pecuniary and
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non-pecuniary rewards. In terms of ¡rel fare, therefore, Hobson

maintained that how one earned one's livelihood was just as important as

how one spent it. H.B. Davis felt that this insight was one of Hobson's

greatest contributions to Social l{elfare Theory. (Davis 1957' 304)

Hobson rejects the assumption of isolated transactions implicit in the

whoìe marginalist determinatión of value. Hobson charges that

individuaìs, in deciding how to spend their incomes, do not consider

each purchase in isolation but rather, that the relative desirab'ility of

various "packages" of goods or "patterns" of lifestyles are considered

and compared against one another.

Every choice in life is a choice of life, of one life
against another, of one organic complex of values against
another. (Hobson 1929a, 71)

Like Veblen, Hobson observed how emulation and conspicuous consumpt.ion

were powerful social forces affecting individuals' consumption patterns.

The separatist treatment used in classical demand theory presupposes

individuaìs will behave in a certain way, regardless of external forces.

Such myopÍa is unv{arranted, for it overlooks the fact that many

'rational' individuals are strongly affected by the perceptions and

actions of otherso

The main defect of the economic interpretation lies here.
Property, beyond the means of subsistence, evidently serves
less as an instrument of direct material emp'loyment than as

a means of prestige and povrer over other persons. (Hobson
L926,181)
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The notion that economics could and shouìd remain value free has been

accepted by a number of economists in the recent past, and is still
widely adhered to today. No one would deny that theoreticians, whatever

their field of study, shouìd strive to achieve the highest ìevel of

objectivity possible. Invariably, however, different interpretations of

the same phenomenon will arise, elucidating the inherently subjective

bias of the observer. 0n the other hand, to claim that the views

espoused within a particular paradigm are purely objective would impìy

only that these views are arnenable to those held by the dominant elite,
and that divergent views are either suppressed or dismissed altogether.

The most useful documents are those that openly express their biases in

the prologue so that the reader is aware of the assumptions underlying

the theories, as well as, the particular slant of the author.

Hobson had disdain for those esoteric economists who viewed their own

theories as pureìy objective in method and universal in application, for

he.felt that moraì insinuations infested the very core of these

precari ous theories.

Harginaìist economists accept as given the existing distribution of

income, and promote those policies which they feel will improve the

efficiency of or increase the productivity of the production process.

Any increase in national output would signify an improvement in the

quality of life, as manifest in the upward shift of the "Grand Utility
Curye". To claim that efficiency is the ultimate goal of econom'ics

involves definite ethical decisions. To dismiss as inconsequentiaì the

existing distribution of income is no small judgement.
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The aìlocation of scarce resources amongst a number of competing groups

invariably requires that moral decisions be made, some less apparent

than others, though nonetheless present. Hobson notes that it was only

in the nineteenth century that writers began claiming neutrality,

exp.ounding their policy proposals on the pretence of impartial laws.

(Hobson 1929a, 91) The early economists were explicit in promoting the

interests of a particular class whose concerns they felt were most

consistent with their goals of stability and growth. The severance

between economics and ethics which has occurred in recent years, whiìe

wholty artificial, has created the illusion of impartiality while in

reality it serves to safeguard the vested interests of particular

9roups.

Hobson as.serts freely that expenditures on necessities are qualitatively

very different from expenditures on luxuries, the former invoìving no

measurable computat'ion of utility. (Hobson L902,72) He argues that the

point of departure for any study involving utility begìns onìy after the

basic needs of every member of society are ret, since up to that point,

there is no question of preference, only of needs. I'larshall is aware of

this in his treatment of utility, for he makes his indifference curves

convex as they approach the origin. This means, quite simply, that

below a certain level of consumption, these goods become invaluable.
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This admission in itself invalidates the service of the
whole mathematical treatment of utitity; for the relation
between the necessary and unnecessary parts of expenditure
is quite the nost important thing to know and if
quantitative measures cannot help us here, they are- of
tittle use in a human application of the laws of wealth.
(Hobson 1902, 74)

Hobson l{as a social economist with a deep concern for human needs.

Social economics seeks not only to enable and maintain life
but also to'enìarge'it and futfil it. As a direct result,
values are hierarchical, from the lower (survival) to the
highest (ethical, aesthetic) values. (Lutz 1980, 241)

Hobson demanded a qualitative conception of human welfare. Low mortaìity

and disease rateS, increased demand for higher education, and a

dim'inishing expenditure per head on aìchohol were concrete indicators of

the quality of life. A reduction in the human costs of production

through shorter working days and improved working conditions would

further improve the human condition. (Hobson 19?6, 141)

Hobson rejected the quantitative approach of neocìassical economics. By

defining welfare solely in terms of consumption, Marginalism had

negìectéd the importance of production and distriùution as determinants

of human welfare. The use of purely inductive'logic and the Benthamite

assumptions about pleasure and pain had made the collection of

abstractions constituting Marginalism, an empty theoretical framework

which bore no reìation to the economic environment of Britain at the

turn of the century.
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CI{APTER IO

THE SHORTCOI'III{GS OF ilARTIAI{ ECONOI'IICS

llhile Hobson remained highly critical of the neoclassical theorists and

moved progressively further to the left of mainstream economics during

his career, he nonetheless reserved some heavy criticisms for the

Marxian School, who he felt were equally bound in vision by the

limitations of their approach. Marx had centered his examination on the

production process and, like the classical economists, had overlooked

the importance of consumption in the overall functioning of the economic

system. Hobson found the economic determinism of I'larx and his labour

theory of value to be inadequate representations of the actual economic

facts and forces, and charged that Marx's cìass analysis had compìete'ly

overshadowed the effects of other equalìy dynamic institutional factors.

Like the classical economists, ltlarx centres his inqui ry around the

production process and provides an alternative theory of productioi and

di stri bution unde. capit.lism. Hobson, on the other hand, makes

consumption demand the focal point of his examinations, arguing

repeatedìy that "Consumption limits Production, not Production

Consumpti on. "
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It r{as the lack of sufficient aggregate demand during periods of

depressed trade which caused a general state of overproduction and high

unemployment. In contrast, l4arx viewed overproduction as the source of

fluctuations in trade. Like the classical economist, he saw a tendency

for.profits to fatl under capitalism due to the tendency for capital per

worker to increase without a corresponding increase in labour's share.

l{ages tended towards subsistence. The glut of capital goods which

accumulated on the market wouìd cause a fall in the rate of profits and

wouìd precipitate a general depression in trade.

Karl l4arx undertook a full scale review of the Capitalist systern in his

work Capital , publ i shed i n three vol umes. In thi s work, l'larx

systematicatly examines the production process and attempts to formulate

an alternative theory of distribution based on the expìoitation of

workens by their employers. Classical theory, he argued, was itse'lf the

product of bourgeois thinking and was lacking in historical perspecti.ve.

Marx himseìf adopted an economic determinist view of history whereby the

conflicts apparent in each stage of economic development constitute the

driving force of history, each epoch being replaced by a new and higher

economic system.

Hobson was critical of this narror{ interpretation of history, for like

the doctrine of the Invisible Hand, lt falsely assumed the operation of

independent forces which were beyond the control of the individual. The

l4arxian's deterministic interpretation of economics was unacceptab'le as,

for the most part, it offered no solutions to the'injustices of the
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capitalist system short of full -scate wide-spread revolution. Such

critical apathy was ignominious to Hobson who saw human initiative as

the vital and viable impetus for affecting social change.

l*larx had attempted to provide a rigorous theory of the appropriation and

distribution of the surplus by reducing all sources of value to a common

unit of labour time. Hobson felt that such an exercise was futiìe,

since one could not reduce differences in quality, either of labour or

goods or anything else, to differences in quantity, no matter how useful

it may be to one's examination.

This abstraction of quaìity and intensity of labour, in
order to secure a simple single measure for all economic
factors in closely analogous to the method of abstraction
employed by the marginaìists. (Hobson 19?6, 154)

Labour ¡{as not the soìe source of value. (Hobson l93la, 60) Labour

only achieved its full productive potential when it was combined wìth

capital in the production process. At the same.time, the will of the

community, as manifest in the forces of suppìy and demand, affected the

value of a commodity. HObson believed in the social determination of

value.and insisted that a part of the surplus was therefore, the

rightful property of the community.

These distinctively social sources of wealth must be taken
as important qualifications of the cruder socialism in
which'the worker is held to create all the wealth and the
capitalist employer to take all the 'surplus'. But they do
not, of course, impair the essentiaì truth of the
exploitation of labour." (Hobson 1937, 68)
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Hhiìe laboun was not the sole source of value, it was incontestab'le that

labour Í{as exploited to a degree. The disadvantaged position of labour

in the bargaining process enabled empìoyers to extract from them a

surplus which corresponded directly to the degree of economic strength

of the more powerfuì agent. lJhile the surplus, which originated in the

process of production, was a result of combining together the various

factors of production, Íts distribution tras a function of economic

por{er.

Surplus Value, then, is not something which emerges in the
dealings of capital with labour, or of land with labour; it
emerges in every competitive bargain and adheres to the
stronger bargairìer." (Hobson 1904, 360)

The conflict between labour and.capital was the najor contradiction of

capitalism which lilarx argued, could only be resol ved through the

abolition of the Capitalist class.

Hobson, however, did not regard the rivaìry between labour and capita'l

as the sole source of conflict within the system. There was a serious

rift between the agricultt¡ral and the manufacturing sectors of the

econom};'since any rneasures designed to safeguard the interests of one

group invariably had.a negative impact on the other. ttithin the

nanufacturing sector itself, workers in the sheltered trades often

received higher wages than those working for the export market, creating

jealousy and divisions between industries. (Hobson 1929a, 183) To be

sure, the Trade Uni on l¡lovement was gai ni ng popul ar support and had

aìready done much to improve the lot of its members. Yet, as evidenced
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in the hostilities apparent between various factions of the working

class, lrlarx vras ¡{rong in assuming that workers as a class wouìd unite to

pursue their own welfare. (Hobson 1931a, 83)

l4arx failed to provide an accurate account of economic phenomena

because he neglected to incorporate into his analysis, the impact of

certain influential environmental factors. Veblen was atrare of the

I imitations of l,larxian theory, for he too stressed the f mportance of

institutional forces. 0ne could not, for example, impose the

sociaìization of agriculture on the peasant class, for they held a very

strong and unique view about land as a source of property. (Hobson

1937, 64)

The weakness of Marx was that he ernphasized inner necessity,
self-interest, as factors in the change to socialism, rather
than the influence of environment. (Hobson 1937, ff. 62)

Harx had falsely identified man as a uniquely social being and had

postulated that man would be sufficiently motivated by a social will

once the dictatorship of the proletariat had been established. To be

sure, man did possess this sense of collective,identity; however, Hobson

argued that it was unrealistic to assume that this collective wilì would

be enough to motivate individuals to perform their work to the best of

their ability.

But to pretend that 'social service' or the good of the
community can be a leading incentive to the performance of
our daily task in ordinary industry wiìì not bear
investigation. (Hobson 19?6, 159)
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Hobson especially saw the need for private industry to generate

technologicaì innovations, pointing out that "even if the predominan¡y

public services could be efficiently administered, the virtual excìusion

of the element of private entreprise or adventure would be seriously

detrimental to progress in the arts of production." (Hobson 1931, 88)

By the end of the 1800's, l,larxian rhetoric had lost much of lts thunder

as many came to vien capitalism as a more permanent stage of development

than Marx had envisioned. It is during this period that democraticalìy

socialist movements gained in popularity, their ideas eventuaì ly

becoming crystalized by the new British Labour Party. (tlacridis 1980,

52) Evol uti ona r Soci al i sm published by the German sociologist Edward

Bernstein in 1899, outlined the new path of political reform. (Hacridis

1980, 56) l,lith faith in the pri nciples of democracy, Hobson, I ike these

writers, saw poìitical reform as emanating from a graduaì transformation

of economic and political institutions.

hlhile Hobson had outlined a number of fìaws apparent in the systern of

laissez-faire Capitalism, he saw these barriers to economic democracy as

capable..of being surmounted through the enl.ightened actions of the

State.

Even those conflicts of interest, those maladjustments,
those manifest unfairnesses which we have cited, are flaws
or friction in the operation of a system which as a whole
works harmoniously and beneficially to all concerned. "
(Hobson 1929a, 184)
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Hobson endeavored to affect policy throughout his career as a writer.
In his view, the need for massive institutional change was vital to the

further growth and development of England. The role of the State,

wherever possible, u,as to ensure a heatthy competitive economic

environment. There were industries, however, where the state was to
assume a major role in the regulation or provision of services.

Nationalization of the railways and the electrical company would promote

equal access to transportation and energy. (Hobson 1909a, 171) The

need for a more active state participation in finacial institutions was

critical, since "credit is an essential element of liberty and of

equaìity of competition in modern business." (Hobson 1909a, 106) In
addition' everyone should have equal access to pub'lic law and public

education, from primary school to university. (Hobson 1909a, 109)

For the new economic revolution should be a process not of
destruction foìlowed by construction, but of aäaptation and
dispìacement, with a clear consciousness of the morar and
intellectual nature of this process. (Hobson l93la, g2)

There were a number of flaws in the Capitalist system but Communjsm was

not the answer. Hhile man was not to be regarded unique'ly as a selfish
egoi st ' nor was he compì etely a soci al animal. Both the lilarxian and

Manchesterian schools had adopted a narrow view of man which Hobson

felt, focused uniquely on onìy one facet of the human character.

Instead, in the organic makeup of man there was a balance between his

private and his social needs and it was fundamental that the

institutiona'l environment reflect this balance. It is for this reason

that Hobson advocated a mixed economy of pub'lic and private enterprises.
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"l{hile proposing, through taxation, a sweeping redistribution of wealth

together with a national minimum wage and social insurance, Hobson did

not contemplate the aboliton of social classes. His perspective was not

class war but social harmony." (Davis 1957, 305)
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CHAPTER II
sut'$.tARY AilD C0ilCLUSI0Ì|S

The.writing career of J.A. Hobson which began in the late 1800's and

lasted up until his death in 1940, was rich with the experiences and

visions of a man who pursued socÍal justice with a clear and open m'ind.

Unbound by traditional dogmas, his writings contained the seeds which

would later inspire innovat,ive works by numerous writers from the

various schools of thought.

Hobson assumed the role of an economic agitator in most of his writings.

His efforts were mainly directed at influencing opinion and affecting

poìicy. He did not regard economic theory as separate from po'licy, but

felt that the two were mutually excìusive. Unlike his contemporaries

who were concerned with perfecting a mathematical framework into which

all behavior could be convenientìy classified and subsequently examined,

Hobson chose instead a more social and holistic approach to the study of

economics, focusing on the dynamics of institutional and social

interactions. It was the injustices and inconsistencies around hjm

which attracted his'attention and the desire to affect change which

inspired his writings.

Unlike those who resorted to complex language and involved formulas,

Hobson's works were straightfornard and accessibìe to the untrained

reader. t{hite he enjoyed the company of inteìlectuals, he was exposed

to a wider audience through his journaìism and his contacts with the
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British Labour Party. To be sure, his heretic influence was felt not

only in the realm of thought, but moreover, in the actual pract'ices of

the times.

The economic policies of the British Labour Party government
after 1945 in respect of full employment and nationaìization
followed Hobson's ideas very closeìy, and these ideas may
well go down as the most important single intel lectual
inspiration of that particular phase of British economic
history and policy. (Hutchison 1953, l29l

Hobson has been criticized for his failure to provide a comprehensive

theory to replaee those whieh he attaeked. This was not, howcver, the

nature of his studies, for as the political and economic conditions

around him changed, so too did the focus of his writings. Intense

colonial rivalry brought on the examination of Imperialism.

Consolidation and trust building prompted an examination of monopoìy

power. The changing character and functions of financial and industrial

institutions necessitated for him a critical examination of the

evolution of the capitalist system and its direction of growth into the

future. To Hobson, political economy required an examination of the

dynamic forces in society'which affected the production and distribution

of goods.at any particuìar time. There was no hatural law which ensured

the just and equitabìl op.ration of the system, nor u,as there any

tendency for the system to collapse.

Aìthough his earl iest heresies were rejected by his influential
contemporaries, Hobson later gained the respect of a number of prominent

economists for his innovative approach to economic study. R.F. Harrod

i n hi s i ntroducti on to The Science of l.leaìth remarks that Hobson
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possesses "a fine grasp of what is valuable and enduring in the body of

orthodox economics". (Hobson 1911, viii) Keynes claims that his work in

The Physi ol ooy of Industry rr marks, in a sense an epoch in Economic

Thought. " (Keynes 1936, 365) lil.H. Richmond notes that ult is in large

part Hobson's contribution to the development of a truly universal

sociology which gives his work special significance." (Richmond 1978,

293) H.N. Brailsford, a neighbour and colleague of Hobson's at The

NatioD wrote a very personal account of his life entitled The Life -
l{ork of J.A. Hobson. In it he writ€s, "For me he was the most originaì

and persuasive thinker of his day on economic questions and more

important still, he was a great moralist who possessed a rare gift of

sympathy and a creative insight into the meaning of human society.,'

(Brailsford 1952,3)

There is today, as in Hobson's day an incredible bias towards orthodox

economic theory. In universities across the nation, students of

economics are required to take a number of courses in neoclassical price

theory, whereas they are under no similar obligation to expìore other

schools of thought. l.lany become adept at the use of microeconomic tools

of analysis and yet have no clear understanding of the assumptions

underlying these .theories. The recitation of accepted dogmas does not

constitute an education. .

A study of
emanci pat i on

0piîion is a necessary preliminary to the
of the mind. Lord Keynes.

Exposed to and yet uninhibited by orthodox theory, Hobson forged his own

way down untraveled paths towards new horizons where freedom of
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opportunity becane meaningful and weaìth was defined in human terms. A

journey into the voluminous works of J.A. Hobson would surely emancipate

the mind of any student of economic thought.
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